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Town Officers Elected
190.1
Town Clerk
JAMES IT SHANNON
Selectmen and Overseers of the Poor and
Board of Health
WM. F. MAINTIEN
GEORGE F. CHEEVER
WM. S. METCALF
Treasurer
WALTER E. BARDEN
Assessors
WM. F. MAINTIEN
JOSEPH F. BREEN
J. FRED THOMPSON
Collector of Taxes
GEORGE W. WOOD
Highway Surveyor
EDWARD C. BARNEY
Auditor
JOHN J. EIDEN
School Committee
RUFUS KING- 3 years
BENTLEY W. MORSE—2 years
GARDNER WARREN—1 year
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Constables
JOHN H. GREVEN
SYLVESTER SMITH
DANIEL CROTTY
'Free Warden
EDWARD C. BARNEY
Fence Viewers
CHARLES N. MOORE
FRANK E. HILL
Field Drivers
ALBERT B. POND
FRANCIS E. HERRING
Measurers of Wood and Lumber
E. C. BARNEY
SYLVESTER SMITH
W. C. POND
Officers Appointed by Selectmen
Fire Engineers
IIARLIE E. THOMPSON
WM. H. NASH
FRANZ J. HEILBORN
Inspector of Animals
CHARLES N. MOORE
Sealer of Weights and Measures
JOSEPH F. BREEN
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Special Police
ALVIN L. KEYES
Board of Fire Engineers and Fire Wardens
SYLVESTER SMITH
JOSHUA E. BOLTON
GEO. W. PONI)
Registrars of Voters
WM. F. MAINTIEN \
WM. S. METCALF
[
Selectmen
GEO. F. CHEEVER )
JAMES II. SHANNON Town Clerk
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Report of Selectmen.
January 31
,
1906
.
Nearly a year lias passed since the Incorporation of
the town of Plainville and the year closes with the
business affairs of the town in first class condition.
There has been a very material reduction in the tax
rate, the new School Building and Town Hall are com-
pleted and occupied, giving to our town a hall and
school accommodations second to none in the state; the
Town Officers’ Room has been furnished, a large safe has
been installed and in our opinion no further expense will
be necessary in these quarters for many years. The old
building known as the Guinea School House has been
sold and the proceeds paid to the Treasurer. A location
has been granted the Providence Telephone Co. on Bacon
St by terms of which the town have the use of a tele-
phone gratis.
Licenses have been granted as follows:
Auctioneer—H. Eugene Thompson.
Billiard and Pool—George H. Adams.
Junk— J. Cohen, David Mittel.
It has been the aim of the Selectmen to transact the
business affairs of the town in an economical and business
wav, and we have endeavored never to lose sight of the
fact that the interests of Plainville were to be first con-
sidered in all our transactions. It is therefore with
pleasure that we are enabled to make this first report
showing a balance of cash on hand in all departments of
the town under our supervision, a summary of which
follows
:
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Appropiatecl Expended Balance
Current and Incidental
1 1 igliways
Poor
Soldiers’ Belief
#1500 00 #1026 02 #473 98
1000 00 872 04 127 96
500 00 381 98 118 02
45 00
Enforcement of Liquor Law 100 00
Memorial day
Fire Department
State Aid
New School Building-
75 00 75 00
200 00 77 08
200 00 92 00
21000 00 20946 28
100 00
122 92
108 00
53 72
In view of the fact that this report only covers a
period of about ten months, we cannot, in making our
recommendations for the coming year, advise any material
change from the appropriations of 1905. We recommend
for the year 1906:
Current and Incidental #1500 00
Poor 500 00
Highways 1000 00
State Aid 125 00
Memorial Day 75 00
Interest 600 00
For recommendation for Schools, School Incidentals,
etc., you are referred to Report of School Committee.
For Fire Department, to Report of Fire Engineers.
WILLIAM F. MAINTIEN
f
Selectmen
GEORGE F. CIIEEVER } of Plainville
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CURRENT AND INCIDENTAL.
J. Fred Thompson, special officer, July 4, # 3 00
John Schroeder, “ “ “ 3 00
Daniel Crotty, services as constable 3 00
John H. Greven, 44 44 3 00
Geo. W. Wood, collector on salary acct. 25 00
J. Fred Thompson, services as assessor to Oct. 50 00
Joseph F. Breen, 44 “ “ 50 00
Wm. F. Maintien, 44 4 4 4 4 50 00
John H. Greven, services as constable 1 00
A. Gertrude Wait, typewriting for by-laws comm. 3 30
Alvin Keyes, janitor caucus and state election 2 00
Fred W. Northup, elect’n officer Nov. state election 3 00
Gardner Warren, 44 44 4 4 3 CO
Willis M. Fuller, 44 44 44 3 00
Arthur E. Fisher, 44 4 4 4 4 3 00
Alvin L. Keyes, janitor town hall 0 00
C. N. Moore, inspector of cattle 00 00
A. R. Block, selectmen’s books 3 10
E. C. Barney, labor town survey 14 00
F. T. Westcott, survey Wrentham-Plainville line 136 00
H. A. Shepard, stationery for town clerk 3 75
G. W. Pond, forest fire account 23 55
A. L. Keyes, janitor caucus and hearing 2 50
Evening Chronicle Co., stationery town officers 40 00
Wakefield Daily Item, assessors’ notices 1 00
Geo. W. Southworth, assessors’ canvassing books 2 75
Wright & Potter Ptg. Co., return of property blanks 1 50
A. R. Block, envelopes, etc. town treasurer 6 65
E. L. Freeman & Sons, valuation blanks 10 50
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Harlie E. Thompson, forest fire account 28 80
Thomas Groom, town record book 8 00
Evening Chronicle Co., stationery town treasurer 8 00
John H. Greven, fees, expenses Maxey Steere case 7 50
Secy, of Commonwealth, register 1 25
Russell & Irons M’fg Co., keys 1 44
John H. Greven, fees, expenses Noel Steere case 6 40
Carter Ink Co., ink 42
Evening Chronicle Co., advertisement 1 00
Secy, of Commonwealth, register 1 25
C. Walter Pond, court fees 4 50
Wakefield Daily Item, assessors 55
E. A. Uhlig, bound stones 60 50
Hobbs, Warren Co., assessors’ supplies 8 75
Attleboro Daily Sun, advertisement 1 00
Evening Chronicle Co., voting lists, register notices 17 80
E. C. Brown, court fees Treen case 18 64
John II . Greven, court fees Swallow cases 7 18
Win . M. Hall, key blanks 63
E. C. Barney, freight on office furniture 1 01
Anthony, Cowell & Co., furniture 50 00
Evening Chronicle Co., warrants, state election
and special town meeting 8 75
E. C. Brown, fees, expenses, Cook & Sylvester cases 12 36
Henry F. Guild, voting booths 21 33
Wm. M. Hall, burners, mantles and chimneys 1 01
F. T. Westcott, C. E., plan of town 6 50
H. S. Kirby, M. D., returning births 1 00
North Attleboro Gas Light Co., January gas 6 75
Belcher & Loomis Hardware Co., safe 190 00
Edward E. King, town treasurer’s bond 30 00
School acct. for fuel 6 75
$1026 02
Amount appropriated 11500 00
Unexpended balance $ 473 98
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ENFORCEMENT OF LIQUOR LAW.
Appropriated #100 00
No expenditure on this account.
MEMORIAL DAY.
,
June 8. Paid Albert W. Burton, Quartermaster.
Geo. H. Maintien, Post 138 G.A.R. #75 00
Amount appropriated 75 00
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Amount appropriated $200 00
Paid Combination Ladder Co., supplies #22 80
“ Wm. M. Hall, “ 7 24
“ F. H. Gould, 1 99
“ Plainville Land Co., water 4 50
“ H. P. Olney, plumbing 1 50
“ A. L. Keyes, janitor 13 00
“ Henry F. Guild, repairs to building 1 62
“ E. C. Barney, fuel 15 50
“ H. E. Thompson, supplies 8 93
# 77 08
122 92Unexpended balance
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STATE AID.
Ann E. Cheever, 10 months at $4 00 $40 00
Ellen A. Smith, 10 months at 4 00 40 00
Sarah E. Wilson, 3 months at 4 00 12 00
$92 00
Amount appropriated $200 00
Unexpended balance 108 00
The above amount expended under Chap. 381, Acts
of 1904, to be reimbursed by the state.
SOLDIERS’ RELIEF,.
Mrs. J. B. Johnson, 9 months at $5 00 #45 00
Xo appropriation was made for this account.
SPECIAL.
Work ordered by Selectmen which has
reimbursed to town,
been
$113 78
NEW SCHOOL BUILDING.
Amount appropriated $21000 00
Paid Clias. A. Brigham, architect on acct
“ John F. Sullivan, mason work on acct
“ N. J. Magnan, carpenter work on acct
a u u u
“ J. F. Sullivan, mason work on acct
# 450 00
1000 00
2825 00
1700 00
600 00
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“ Chas. A. Brigham, on account 150 00
“ N. J. Magnan, on account 1250 00
“ Fuller & Warren Co., 40 per cent heating,
ventilating and sanitary contract 1040 00
“ J. F. Sullivan, on account 780 00
“ N. J. Magnan, “ 4500 00
“ Fuller & Warren Co. “ 1040 00
“ A. T. Parker, insurance 405 00
“ C. A. Brigham, on account 200 00
“ E. C. Barney, grading 130 50
“ Fuller & Warren Co., bal. due on contract 520 00
“ J. F. Sullivan, on account 500 00
“ N. J. Magnan, on account 1000 00
“ C. A. Brigham, balance due 108 GO
“ A. S. Bishop, 38 shades, 1 doz. chairs 100 94
u O. L. Story, curtain and scenery 94 00
“ Stoughton Rubber Co., 2 mats 70 00
“ Henry F. Guild, labor in hall 13 00
“ Leroy Keyes, labor 6 00
“ Trowbridge Piano Co., piano for hall 175 00
“ N. J. Magnan, on account 797 00
“ McKenney & Waterbury Co., gas fixtures,
lighting contract 290 00
“ Readsboro Chair M’f’g. Co., seats for hall 520 00
“ J. F. Sullivan, balance due on contract 420 00
“ H. E. Thompson, sundry bills 43 99
44 N. J. Magnan, balance due on contract 200 00
“ C. E. Harrington, electric supplies 17 25
$20940 28
53 92Unexpended balance
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Overseers of Poor.
By the Act Incorporating' the town of Plainville, all
paupers whose settlement was derived in that part of the
town of Wrentham that is now Plainville, were to be sup-
ported by Plainville, and as there were two inmates of the
Almshouse at that time coming under our supervision we
made arrangements with the Overseers of Poor of
Wrentham for their board at Wrentham Almshouse at
the rate of $3 per week. We have rendered aid as follows:
Town of Wrentham, board Columbia,
II. Tingley, 43 weeks at $3 00 #120 00
medical attendance 4 00 #133 00
Town of Wrentham,
Harriet Starkey, 43 weeks at #3 129 00
clothing 2 23 131 23
Cash paid Mrs. Jos. Coggsliall 36 00
‘ Harriet Power 36 00
‘ 4 Supplies for Margaret Carney 45 75
#381 98
Amoun t appropriated #500 00
Unexpended balance
„
118 02
WM. F. MAINTIEN
) Overseers
GEORGE F. CHEEVEH ( of Poor
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Board of Health.
The board deems it advisable for the benefit of those who are
not familiar with the Revised Laws to have the following inserted.
Chap. 251 of the Acts of the Legislature 1905. The amended
Sections read as follows:
Section 49. A householder who knows that" a person in his
family or house is sick of smallpox, diphtheria, scarlet fever or
any other infectious or contagious disease dangerous to the
public health shall forthwith give notice thereof to the board of
health of the city or town in which he dwells. LTpon the death,
recovery or removal of such person, the householder shall dis-
infect to the satisfaction of the board such rooms of his house and
articles therein as, in the opinion of the board, have been exposed
to infection or contagion. Should one or both eyes of an infant
become in darned, swollen and red, and show an unnatural dis-
charge at any time within two weeks after its birth, it shall be
the duty of the nurse, relative or other attendant having charge
of such infant to report in writing within six hours thereafter, to
the board of health of the city or town in which the parents
of the infant reside, the fact that such inflammation, swelling
and redness of the eyes and unnatural discharge exist. On
receipt of such report, or of notice of the same symptoms given
by a physician as provided by the following section, the board of
health shall take such immediate action as it may deem necessary
in order that blindness may be prevented. Whoever violates the
provisions of this section shall be punished by a fine of not more
than one hundred dollars.
Section 50. If a physician knows that a person whom he is
called to visit is infected with smallpox, diphtheria, scarlet fever
or any other disease dangerous to the public health, or if one or
both eyes of an infant whom or whose mother he is called to visit
become inflamed, swollen and red, and show an unnatural dis-
charge within two weeks after the birth of such infant, he shall
immediately give notice thereof in writing over his own signature
to the selectmen or board of health of the town; and if he refuses
or neglects to give such notice, he shall forfeit uot less than fifty
nor more than two hundred dollars for each offence.
W. F. MAINTIEN ) Board of
G, F. CHEEVEIi j Health.
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Report of Highway Dept.
Amount appropriated $1000 00
E. C. Barney and men, 1046^ hours
labor at 17^c. $183 13
44 44 double team, 380 hours
labor at 25c. 95 00
44 44 single team, 112 hrs.
labor at I7j^c. 19 68
Clarence Chaee, 80 hours 44 44 14 00
Thos. Glannon, 413 “ 44 72 27
Harry Guild, 34 44 “ 44 5 95
W. Ham, 40 44 7 00
J. Kelly, 106 44 18 54
Fred Lovely, 418^ “ 44 44 73 23
John McNeil, 100 44 44 44 17 50
c 6 11 20
44 44 single team, 68 hours
labor at 17^c. 11 90
W. C. Pond, 7 hours 44 44
44 44 double team, 2 hours 1 23
labor at 25c. 50
F. C. Reid, 80 hours 44 17^ c. 14 00
44 4 4 4 horses scraping 80 hours
labor at 60c, 48 00
R. B. Rhodes, 85 hours 44 17^£c. 14 87
IV. E. Sargeant, 50 44
.
44 44 8 75
44 44 single team, 96 hours
labor at 17^c. 16 80
A. Smith, 432 hours 4 4 44 75 62
C. Smith, 95 44 44 44 16 63
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S. Smith, 167 “ “ 29 22
J. Thomson, 425 “ “ “ 74 38
1829 40
N. J. Magnan, lumber -1m 65
H. E. Thompson, tools 7 54
E. C. Barney, Cement 3 00
S. J. Barney, gravel 60
J. A. Sharp, rep. tools 5 10
Good Roads Machine Co., scraper blades 8 00
Earle & Prews Express Co., express 50
J. Thompson, posts 1 00
Geo. Pond, sundries 25 42 64
$872 04
Unexpended balance 127 96
$1000 00
Respectfully submitted,
E. C. BARNEY, Surveyor.
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Insurance on Town’s Property.
Policy No. Company and Property. Expires. Amount.
100026 Penn. Fire Insurance Co.-
Engine house and contents Jan. 23, 1907 $2000
153269 Merrimac Mutual
—
High School building Aug. 3,1907 1000
240509 Quincy Mutual
—
High School building Aug. 3, 1907 2000
19321 Mutual Protection
—
High School building Aug. 3,1907 1000
102661 Pawtucket Mutual
High School building Aug. 3,1907 1200
53586 Dedham Mutual
—
High School building Aug. 3,1907 1000
134298 Norfolk Mutual
High School building Aug. 3, 1907 1000
232550 Fitchburg Mutual
High School building Aug. 3, 1907 1000
251395 Holyoke Mutual
High School building Aug. 3, 1907 2000
7338980 Phoenix Assurance Co.
—
New School building & hall June 24,1910 1500
6284 American Fire
—
New School building & hall June 24, 1910 1500
805 Spring Garden
New School building & hall June 24, 1910 1500
10148 Saint Paul Fire & Marine-
New School building & hall June 24, 1910 1500
156875 Aachen & Munich
New School building & hall June 24, 1910 1500
4682056 North British & Mercantile— .
New School building & hall June 24, 1910 1500
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100200 Pennsylvania
—
New School building & hall Oct. 2,1910 3000
347286 Boston
—
New School building & hall Oct. 2,1910 2000
27 56 Westchester
—
New School building & hall Oct. 2,1910 2000
425385 Prussian National
—
New School building & hall Oct. 2,1910 2000

HEADQUARTERS
FIRE
DEPARTMENT
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Report of Fire Engineers.
The first year of this town has passed into history
and your board of Fire Engineers place before you the
first report of this department. During the year just
passed we have tried to keep things going on as small a
sum as was consistent with the good of the department
and have succeeded beyond our most sanguine hopes.
Although much was needed we were able by the help of
the members of the companies to fix up the apparatus at
a smaller expense than was at first expected. Although
we have done so well as to expense, we cannot say the
same in regard to the fires in town.. The men have done
the very best work that is possible with the supply of
water at hand, and we earnestly hope that the town will
do something at this meeting toward a good and efficient
water supply that will at least protect the business section
and town’s property in the center of the town, for without
water to fight fire, no set of men can successfully cope
with such a fire as destroyed the ff. A. R. building on
December 26, 1905.
For the next year we recommend that the unexpended
balance from last year (1122.92) and an additional sum of
,
#200.00 be appropriated. We also recommend that the
town grant the use of the town hall one night free of
charge to the department.
The following alarms have been sounded during the
year
;
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Box 4 May 3, 1905, 3 alarm, forest fire on Berry st.
“ f> June 15, 1905, slight fire in Miners’ tenement,
(oil lamp).
•' 32 December 26, 1905, G. A.B. building. Totally
destroyed.
The town grant to the department was $200 00
Amount expended during the year as per bills
approved 77 08
Unexpended balance $122 92
HARLIE E. THOMPSON
WM. II. NASH
FRANZ J. HEILBORN
Board of
Fire Engineers
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Report of Collector of Taxes.
Amount of taxes received from the
assessors $12620 30
Taxes collected and paid treasurer $11658 62
Abatements 147 78
$11806 40
i
Balance uncollected $813 90
Interest collected and paid treasurer $12 53
Total collected and paid treasurer 11818 94
GEORGE W. WOOD,
Collector of Taxes,
Plainville, Mass., Jan. 31, 1906;
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Treasurer’s Report.
RECEIPTS.
From temporary loan, May 1st, 1905 #2500 00
“ “ “ Jan. 81, 1906 1000 00
“ Coupon notes, May 1, 1905 15000 00
“ Accrued interest on coupon notes 35 00
k
‘ Town of Wrentham
on division of property 4055 20
Town school fund T2T 30
Interest on same 23 84
Account of State aid 368 80
u County of Norfolk
Dog tax 343 89
Court fines • 65 00
“ State of Massachusetts
Corporation tax 26 54
National Bank tax 84 70
fck Town Clerk
Junk licenses 30 00
Billiard “ 5 00
Auctioneers license 2 00
“ Joseph Endrass, pedlers licence 8 00
“ Tax Collector
Taxes 1905 11806 40
Interest on same 12 53
“ Selectmen
Sale of Guinea school house 20 00
Use of Town Hall 37 50
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“ School Committee
Sale of stove, etc. 28 00
Coal for Town Hall 6 75
“ Building Committee
Sale of junk 65 00
“ N. Y., N. H., & H. K. R. Co.
Reimbursement 200 00
“ Interest on school fund 6 67
“ “ Deposits Jewelers Nat. Bank 84 85
136542 97
PAYMENTS.
Paid Temporary loan
“ State tax
u County tax
u Coupons
“ Interest on temporary loans
“ school fund
•$2500 00
945 89
695 90
262 50
53 83
6 67
“ Selectmen’s orders—
Current and incidental $1026 02
Support of poor 381 98
Soldiers’ Relief 45 00
State aid 92 00
Highways 985 82
Fire department 77 08
New school building 20946 28
Memorial Day 75 00
$23629 18
Paid School Committee orders
—
Teachers j schools $3735 00
“ music 140 00
“ Drawing 112 50
Janitors 563 60
Fuel 606 32
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Incidentals
Transportation
School books, etc.
Superintendent
Temporary quarters
Paid Assessor’s order
—
Abatement of taxes
Balance cash on hand
195 44
5T 50
315 11
375 00
180 00
$6280 47
$ 147 78
2020 75
#36542 97
WALTER E. BARDEN,
Treasurer.
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Financial Statement.
LIABILITIES.
15 coupon notes, school house loan 115000 00
Note due May 1st, 1906 1000 00
“ town school fund 727 30
Accrued interest on coupon notes 181 25
Due collector of taxes 75 00
Total *16933 55
RESOURCES.
Cash on hand $2020 75
Due from uncollected taxes 813 90
“ state (supt. of schools) 187 50
“
“ (cattle commission) 30 00
“
“ (state aid) 92 00
Total $3144 15
Net debt of town 13789 40
TOWN SCHOOL FUND.
Received from town of Wrentham, 2-5 of school
fund $727 30
Received from interest on same 23 84
« “ town treasurer 6 67
Paid school appropriation
757 81
30 51
Balance *727 30
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INTEREST ACCOUNT.
Appropriation #500 00
Received from accrued interest on coupon notes 35 00
“ “ interest on deposits Jewelers’ Na-
tional Bank 84 85
#619 85
Paid Loring, Tolinan & Tupper, interest on
#2500 for 184 days at .03 45-100 per cent 41 08
Paid Jose, Parker & Co., interest on #1000 for
90 days at .03 90-100 per cent 9 75
Paid school fund, interest on #727.30 for 66 days
at 5 per cent 6 67
Paid state treasurer, coupons on school house
loan at .03y2 per cent 262 50
323 00
Balance unexpended 296 85
619 85
WALTER E. BARDEN,
Town Treasurer.
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Auditor’s Report.
Town of Plainville, Mass.
This certifies that 1 have carefully examined the hooks
and accounts of the Treasurer and find them correct. That
I have compared the vouchers of the Selectmen and School
Committee, and find them to agree with the payments of
the Treasurer. That I have compared the pay roll of the
Surveyor of Highways and find them to agree with the
payments of the Treasurer. That the books of the Collec-
tor of Taxes for 1905, have been examined and that the
amounts collected and taxes unpaid are as stated in the
Treasurer’s report.
JOHN J. EIDEN,
• Auditor.
Plainville, Mass., Feb. 16th, 1906.
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Report of Building Committee.
To the Citizens of Plainville :
—
Having been appointed by the town to erect and fur-
nish a school building and town hall, we have attended to
that duty and submit the following report : The commit-
tee selected the plan presented by Chas. A. Brigham, ar-
chitect of Boston, and under his supervision the work was
carried to completion. In each and every instance bids
for the different sectional construction were thrown open
to competition and given to the lowest bidder, with the
following results:
Wood work, N. J. Magnan & Co.; mason work, John
A. Sullivan ; heating and ventilating, Fuller-Warren Co.
Appropriation $21000 00
Received for old junk and material 65 00
$21065 00
EXPENDED FOR BUILDING.
N. J. Magnan & Co.
John A. Sullivan
Fuller-Warren Co.
Chas. A. Brigham
$12272 00
3300 00
2600 00
908 60
$19080 60
Furnishings
Readsboro Chair Co., chairs
A. S. Bishop, curtains and chairs
O. Z. Story, scenery and curtains
$1984 40
$1984 40
520 00
100 94
94 00
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Stoughton Rubber Co., rubber mats 70 00
McKinney & Waterbury ** 290 00
Trowbridge Piano Co. 175 00
II . E. Thompson
steel wheelbarrow *6 38
Coal shovel 1 00
Basket 50
1 six-foot step ladder 3 00
1 twelve-foot step ladder 7 20
%
Providence Paper Co
,
toilet
paper 10 75
Brush and dust pan 60
Broom 35
Blanchard & Young, clocks 9 97
Express and freight 1 74
2 heavy brooms 1 00
Straps for doors 1 50
43 99
Henry F. Guild, putting down seats 13 00
Roy W. Keyes, labor 6 00
E. E. Harrington 17 25 1330 1*
654 22
E. C. Barney, grading 130 50
Insurance on building 405 00
535 50
Balance on hand •f 118 72
Respectfully submitted
HERBERT E. THOMPSON,
WILLIS M. FULLER,
EDWARD C. BARNEY,
RUFUS KING,
Building Committee.
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Assessors’ Report.
The undersigned respectfully submit the following
report for the year ending Jan. 31, 1906:
STATEMENT OF TAXATION.
Town appropriations $10850 00
State tax 864 00
County tax 695 90
State highway tax 81 89
For overlay 122 71
Amount of tax delivered to Collector 12614 50
ADDED TAX.
For real estate omitted at the time of assessment 3 80
For one poll 2 00
Total tax delivered to Collector Geo. W. Wood 12620 30
Assessed valuation, May 1, 1905 $701567 00
Real estate, buildings 422600 00
Real estate, land 180457 00
Total value real estate assessed 603057 00
Personal property 98510 00
Rate of taxation per 8 1000 16 90
Number of polls assessed 380
“ horses “ 142
“ cows “ 222
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“ neat cattle other than cows 55
“ swine 31
“ fowls 2056
“ dogs returned 162
“ dwelling houses assessed 284
u acres of land 6133
“ residents assessed on property 267
“ non-residents “ “ 90
“ all others * “ 59
Total number of assessed on property 416
Number paying poll tax only 217
Total number of tax payers 633
Tax on personal estate $1664 83
“ real estate 10195 47
Poll tax, 380 at $2.00 760 00
Total $12620 30
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ABATEMENTS.
Beaumont Lewis P.
,
personal property, f3 38 over valuation
Boerger John A., real estate, 8 45 u “
Cornell James estate, 2 53 mistake
Dane J. M. estate, “ 1 52 over valuation
Fuller Willis M., personal 47 32 “
Guild Thomas S., real 85 u *•
George Thomas A.est., “ 85 “ “
Herring John H., “ 8 45 “
Newcomb Everett H., personal and poll 2 85 died
Pond Geo. W. and W. C., personal 25 66 over valuation
Phillips Albert S., real 5 07 “
Smith Wm. T. heirs, “ 27 04 mistake in as-
sessment
Whiting Nellie E., real. 2 54 mistake in as-
sessment
Zilch Chas. W., personal 2 27 over valuation
Barrows Herbert E., poll 2 00 unable to pay
Bergdoll Joseph, “ 2 00 left town
Golden Patrick “ oo
Marshall Campbell “ 2 00
Jolly Ralph “ 2 00
WM. F. MAINTIEN,
)
JOSEPH F. BREEN, \ Assessors.
J. FRED THOMPSON, )
Plainville, Mass., Feb. 10, 1906.
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Jury List.
As prepared by the Selectmen to be presented to the
town of Plainville for acceptance at the annual meeting,
March 19, 1906.
Walter E. Barden Merchant
Frank E. Barney Jeweler
Joseph F. Breen Merchant
Edmund M. Blake Retired
Charles W. Chase Jeweler
William H. Corbin Jeweler
Arthur E. Fisher Jeweler
James A. Fuller Jeweler
Lyman B. Hancock Jeweler
Fred W. Northup Jeweler
11. Eugene Thompson Merchant
George B. Ware Engineer
Gardner Warren Jeweler
Eugene S. Whitingo o Jeweler
George W. Wood Jeweler
WILLIAM F. MAINTIEN,
) Selectmen of
GEORGE F. CHEEVER,
$ Plainville.
Plainville, Mass., Feb. 13, 1906.

REPORT
OF TIIE
TOWN CLERK.
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Dividing the Town.
WRENTHAM TOWN RECORDS.
Relative to division of the town at Special Town meeting of
Wrentham, June 25, 1904.
At a special Town meeting of the inhabitants of Wrentham,
held at the Town Hall, June 25, 1904.
Article AT II. To see if the town will vote to choose a
committee to investigate as to. the ad visibility of dividing the
town, or take any other action relating to dividing the town
and make any appropriation necessary in the premises.
Mr. Maintien moves that a committee of six be appointed
by the Moderator to investigate into the ad visibility of divid-
ing the town
;
that the Committee consist of three voters from
the Plainvile end of the town, two from the centre and one
from Sheldonville, that said Committee make a report on or
before Xov. 15, 1904.
Carried in the affirmative.
Committee appointed : W. F. Maintien, Geo. F. Cheerer,
Harlie Thompson, Edward F. McClennan, Daniel Brown,
Lucius L. Whiting. s
Relative to division of the town at Special Town meeting of
Wrentham held at Plainville, Sept. 17, 1904.
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At a special Town meeting of the inhabitants of
AVrentham held at the Methodist Episcopal Church, Plainville,
September 17, 1904, among the articles in the warrant to be
acted on was the following.
Article VIII. To hear the report of the Committee ap-
pointed to consider the ad visibility of a division of the town
and to act thereon.
Article VIII. Mr. Maintien moves that the report of the
Committee be accepted and that the Committee be discharged.
Passed in the affirmative.
Relative to Plainville School Building and Building Committee
at Special Town meeting of AVrentham, held Oct. 8, 1904.
At a special Town meeting of the inhabitants of AVrentham
held at Town Hall Oct. 8, 1904, acting on an article providing
for the erection of a school building at Plainville, the town ap-
propriated 18,000 dollars and voted to issue its notes for the
amount as School House Loan and a School Building Commit-
tee, was appointed consisting of H. E. Thompson, Willis M.
Fuller, Edward C. Barney and Rufus King together with the
other two members of the School Committee.
The vote was passed affirmative 150, negative 10,
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Petition to Legislature to set oft
Plainville.
To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in General Court as-
sembled.
The undersigned petitioners, citizens of Wrentham in the
Common wealth,respectfully represent that they are inhabitants
of the village of Plainville in said town, that they are desirous
of having the village of Plainville set off as a separate town
under the name of Plainville, or such other name as the
General Court may seem suitable and that the boundaries of
such i.ew town be fixed as follows : beginning at the northeast
boundary stone of the state of Rhode Island, thence in a
straight line to the Foxboro town line on the south side of
Thurston street, and on all other sides by the town of Foxboro
and North Attleboro and the state of Rhode Island.
Signers of Petition.
W. S. Metcalf Edward C. Barney
Herbert E. Thompson Ernest L. Walden
Willis M. Fuller
Harland G. Bacon
E. P. Davis
0. L. Walden
1). H. Corey
Geo. Demarest
A. W. BurtonHarlie E. Thompson
Wm. F. Maintien
Rufus King
Charles E. Reed
John W. King
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Henry F. Chase
J. F. Breen
H. E. Coombs
John H Greven
Clinton E. Gay
Edward T. Brady
Fercy E. Fisher
George F. Clieerer
0. E. Horton
Edw. H. Nelson
John E. Miner
George E. Frew
Harrie B. Thompson
R. J. Feck
A. A. Dunbar
Henry F. Guild
J. F. Thompson
Arthur Rhodes
John A. Nash
Geo. M. Demarest
A. L. Martin
Frank A. Dunn ell
E. N. Woodward
Lewis Martin Jr.
John C. Marble
Harvey F. Sargent
William C. Schubert
Walter C. Fond
Virgil W. Maxcy
Edward A. Coombs
E. Wright Sargent
Thomas Tierney Jr.
John W. Coombs
Wallace Adams
Walter E. Barden
Edward F. Hofman
Francis A. Ward
Geo. H. Adams
Moses A. Rose
Geo. L. Davis
Thomas S. Guild
Albert B. Fond
John Schroeder
Arthur E. Fuller
John Leffler
George A. Starck
Frank E. Whiting
James H. Shannon
Frank T. Maintien
Hosmer F. Keeney
J. Engelbert
Geo. N. Faas
Chauncy Lewis
Charles A. Metcalf
James F. Holmes
Sylvester Smith
Elton E. Whiting
S. W. 01ne}r
F. E. Ward
J. E. Bolton
A. A. Bennett
L. B. Brown
J. T. Bacon
W. E. Willis
J. A. Fuller
O. E. Herring
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Gardner Warren
Enos F. Marble
Charles N. Moore
W. A. Blake
Wm. H. Nash
G. Cudworth
F. Coggeshall
William E. Bond
Allen T. Metcalf
Charles P. Kendall
George A. Gardner
Fred W. Northup
*J. Henry Fisler
F. A. Maxcy
Frank E. Barney
Daniel Crotty
John J. Eiden .
Silas Schofield
E. W. Parker
W. H. Corbin
Cyrus King Jr.
Eugene S. Whiting
0. P. Brown
Chas. Meyer
C. W. Chase
John J. Wait
Fred Fuller
August Collier
Joseph Brady
Peter Brunner
Wm. J. Austin
J. H. Coggeshall
W. J. Mahar
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H. G. Tingley
Wm. E. Blanchard
Maxcy W. S teere
F. E. Herring
Geo. W. Ide *
Wm. G. Graham
Thomas A. Hinton
Harry E. Barden
Clarence M. Hatch
George W. Wood
Leon E. Olney
John T. Goff
Alfred H. Ward
G. W. Pond
A. D. Stevens
John N. Hall
Charles W. Bragg
Wallace E. Wood
Owen D. Graham
J. Ralph Powers
Franz J. Heilborn
Willis J. Miller
Theo. E. A. Fuller
Lyman H. Parmenter
Willard L. Whiting
Frank E. Whiting
Frank 0. Corbin
Martin D. Cobb
Alexander Emerson
Samuel G. Rand
Albert Patt
C. F. Heckmann
Chas. F. Battersby
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Edwin C. Eaas
Albert H. Gardner
Geo. 0. Hawes
Harry W. Guild
Fred L. Cheerer
Peter W. Kriegel
H. H. Barrows
L. H. Kenerson
J. W. Powers
W. E. Herring
Chas. H. Wood
Walter Entwistle
Frank A. Brunner
Adam Brunner
Charles H. Coombs
A. F. Hawkins
Walter F. Butler
D. M. Hancock
H. P. Fisher
Harry Nash
John P. Zilch
Louis F. Doll
Joseph H. Semple
Robt. Scholz
Christian Hartmann
Robt. H. Conant
Arthur Doyle
Caspar Hartmann
Noel E. Steere
Samuel A. Bragg
Frank Hoffman
August Schubert
Mendel 1 G. Lie
Robert Scholz Jr.
Herbert Dunbar
Arthur M. Fuller
Arthur E. Fisher
Martin Feid
I. F. Dunn
R. P. Rhodes
J. A. Sharp
Henry Hopkins
James Waterman
Arthur Brent
F. C. Reid
F. C. Roberts
Henry T. Root Jr.
Thomas Glennon
A true copy attest,
JAMES H. SHANNON,
Town Clerk
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The Town Charter or Act of
Incorporation, Mass. Acts,
Ax Act to incorporate the town of platnvillk.
He it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 1 . All the territory now within the town of Wren
-
tham which lies south of the following described line, to wit:—
A
straight line drawn from a stone monument in the boundary line
between the town of Wrentham and the town of Cumberland in
the state of Rhode Island, which monument is at the intersection
of the lines forming the northeast corner of the state of Rhode
Island to a point where the southerly line of Thurston street in
the town of Wrentham intersects the boundary line between the
town of Wrentham and the town of Foxborough, is hereby
incorporated as a separate town by the name of Plainville, and
the said town of Plainville is hereby vested with all the powers,
privileges, rights and immunities, and shall be subject to all the
duties and obligations conferred or imposed on towns by the con-
stitution and laws of the Commonwealth.
Section 2. The inhabitants of and the estates within the
town of Plainville and the owners of all such estates, shall be
holden to pay all arrears of taxes which have legally been assessed
upon them by the town of Wrentham, and all the taxes heretofore
assessed and not collected shall be collected and paid to the
treasurer of the town of Wrentham, and all moneys nowin the
treasury of the town of Wrentham, or that may hereafter be
received from taxes now assessed, shall be applied to the purposes
for which they were raised and assessed, in the same manner as
if this act had not been passed; and until the next state valuation
the town of Plainville shall annually, in the month of November,
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pay to the town of.Wrentham its proportion of such state and
county taxes as may be assessed upon the town of Wrentham,
said proportion to be ascertained and determined by the last
valuation of t lie town of Wrentham; and the assessors of the
town of Wrentham, shall make retuhi of said valuation and the
proportions^ thereof in the towns of Wrentham and Plainville,
respectively, to the secretary of the Commonwealth and to the
county commissioners of the county of Norfolk.
Section 3. The towns of Wrentham and Plainville shall be
liable, respectively, for the support of all persons now or here-
after standing in need of relief as paupers, whose settlement was
gained, either by original acquisition or by derivation, within
their respective limits, and the town of Plainville shall pay
annually to the town of Wrentham such proportion of all costs
for the support or relief of those persons who now do or shall
hereafter stand in need of relief or support as paupers, whose
settlement, by original acquisition or by derivation, was gained
by reason of military service as a part of the quota of the town
of Wrentham, or who cannot be located on the site whence their
settlement was derived or whereon it was acquired, as the val-
uation of the town of Plainville shall bear to that of the town of
Wrentham according to the last state valuation made prior
of the giving of such relief or support.
Section 4. All suits and proceedings at law or in equity,
where the cause of action in favor of or against the town of
Wrentham arose before the passage of this act, shall be instituted
and prosecuted or defended by the town of Wrentham with the
same effect as if this act had not been passed, and the amount
recovered in any such suit or proceeding by or against the town
of Wrentham shall be received or paid, as the case may be, by
the town of Wrentham, and, including costs, expenses, and
counsel fees, shall be divided between the towns of Wrentham
and Plainville in proportion to the last valuation made prior to
the passage of this act.
Section 5. The corporate property of the town of Wren-
tham both real and personal, in existence at the time of the
passage of this act, and the town debts then existing, shall be
divided between the towns of Wrentham and Plainville, according
to the valuation of the property within their respective limits as
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assessed the first day of May in the year nineteen hundred and
four. The towns shall severally retain and hold all the real and
personal property now within their respective limits, at a val-
uation to be agreed upon by a committee consisting of six legal
voters' three to be chosen by each town at a legal meeting to be
called for the purpose; and the differences in valuation shall be
equalized and balances adjusted by apportionment of the town
debt. In case of a failure to agree upon a valuation and division
of the assets and liabilities the same shall be determined by a
board of three commissioners, none of whom shall be a resident
of either of said towns, to be appointed by the superior court for
the county of Norfolk, in term time or vacation, upon the petition
of either town after notice to the other, whose award when
accepted by t lie court shall be final, and the said court may issue
any writ or make any order thereon necessary to carry their
award into effect. The award may be set aside for fraud or
manifest error, but for no other cause, and the matters to be
determined as aforesaid may be recommitted to- the same or
other commissioners to be appointed for the purpose, with like
powers and dutids as aforesaid.
Section 6 . The public library building situated on the
northeasterly side of East street, between the cemetery and the
lot on which Trinity church stands, in TVTentliam Centre, and
the library fund held by the trustees of the public library, and
the proceeds thereof, shall not be included in the division of
property provided for in section five of this act, but said proper-
ties shall continue to be held by the town of Wrentham and the
trustees, respectively, for the purposes and to the uses for which
they were originally intended; and the provisions of this section
shall not be taken by implication to include in section five any
properties which otherwise would not so be included.
Section T. The town of Plainville, until it is otherwise
provided by law, shall continue to beji part of the judicial district
of the district court of western Norfolk, of the twelfth congres-
sional district, of the second councillor district, of the second
Norfolk senatorial district and of the tenth representative district
of Norfolk county, and the inhabitants of said town shall vote for
member of congress, councillor, senator and representatives in
said districts, respectively, in the town of Plainville. The select-
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men and clerk of the town of Plainville in each of said cases shall
make returns as if said town had existed at the time of the
formation of said district. The town of Plainville shall continue
as a part of the union of the towns of Wrentham and Norton for
the support of a superintendent of schools.
Section 8. Any justice of the peafce residing in the county
of Norfolk may issue his warrant directed to any inhabitant of
said town of Plainville, requiring him to notify and warn the
inhabitants thereof, qualified to vote in town affairs, to meet at
the time and place therein appointed, for the.purpose of choosing
all such officers as towns are by law authorized or required to
choose at their annual meeting; and said warrant shall be served
by posting copies thereof, attested by the person to whom the
same is directed, in three or more public places in the town of
Plainville, seven days at least before the time of the meeting.
The said justice, or in his absence the inhabitant required to
notify the meeting, shall preside until the choice of a moderator
of said meeting. The registrars of voters of the town of Wren-
tham shall before said meeting prepare a list of voters in the
town of Plainville qualified to vote at the meeting, and shall
deliver the same to the person presiding at the meeting before
the choice of a moderator thereof.
Section 0 . The selectmen of the town of Wrentham shall
within thirty days call a special town meeting for the purpose of
choosing town officers to fill vacancies caused by the passage of
this act.
Section 10. All rights heretofore secured to existing cor-
porations upon the territory hereby incorporated shall continue
as though this act had not been passed. The powers and privi-
leges reserved to the town of Wrentham and the selectmen thereof
in any orders or decrees heretofore made by the selectmen of
Wrentham relative to the construction, maintenance and oper-
ation of a street railway by the Milford, Attleborough and
Woonsocket Street Railway Company and the Interstate Con-
solidated Street Railway Company in said town shall hereafter,
so far as relates to the construction, maintenance and operation
of said street railways in the territory hereby incorporated as the
town of Plainville, enure to and be excercised by the town of
Plainville and the selectmen thereof, respectively, as fully as -if
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said orders or decrees had originally been made by the selectmen
of said Plainville.
Section 11. The town of Plainville shall bear the expense
of making the necessary surveys and establishing the lines
between it and the town of Wrentham.
Section 12. The town of Plainville shall receive from the
town of Wrentham a proportional part of whatever amount may
hereafter be paid by the Commonwealth or by the United States
to reimburse the town of Wrentham for bounties to soldiers or
for state aid heretofore paid to soldiers’ families after deducting
all reasonable expenses.
Section 13. . This act shall take effect upon its passage.
(Approved April 4, 1905.)
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First Annual Town Warrant.
In accordance with the foregoing Act of the Legislature,
and by virtue of the provisions therein contained, authorizing
the calling of a town meeting for the purpose as set forth in
section eight of said act : James If. Shannon, a Justice of
the Peace residing in-Plainville, thus duly authorized issued
the following Town Warrant:
COMMONWEALTH of MASSACHUSETTS, NORFOLK SS.
TOWN WARRANT.
To William F. Maintien, an inhabitant of the Town of Plain-
ville in said county and commonwealth. Greeting
:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you
are hereby required to notify and warn the inhabitants of the
Town of Plainville qualified to vote in town affairs, to meet
in the Plainville M. E. Church on Wednesday the twelfth day
of April, A.D., 1905, at nine o’clock in the foreneon, then and
there to act on the following articles, viz
:
Article 1. To choose by ballot a moderator to .preside
over said meeting.
Article 2. To determine the number of town officers to
be chosen for any office where by statute more than one may
be chosen.
Article 3. To choose all necessary town officers. The
following to be chosen by ballot, viz : Selectmen, Overseers
of Poor, Assessors, Town Clerk, Town Treasurer, Auditor,
Collector of Taxes, Constables, Members of the School
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Committee, one-third for one year, one-third for two years and
one-third for three years, Surveyors of Highways, if the town
shall so vote. And also on a separate ballot to vote upon the
question, “Shall licenses be granted for the sale of intoxi-
cating liquors in the town.”
All officers, except as above named, are to be chosen for
the term ending at the time of the annual meeting of 1906 or
until their successors are elected and qualified, The polls
will be open at 9:30 o’clock a. in. and may be closed at 1
o’clock p. m.
Article 4. To see how much money the town will grant
for support of schools, school books and school incidentals the
ensuing year.
Article 5. To see how much money the town will grant
for the employment of a Superintendent of Schools.
Article 6. To see how much money the town will grant
for the support of poor, for current and incidental expenses
for Memorial Hay, for the payment of interest, to pay State
and Military Aid, the suppression of the sale of intoxicating
liquors, the construction and repair of the sidewalks and for
the maintenance of the Fire Department, for the ensuing year.
Article 7. To see how much money the town will grant
for highways and bridges the ensuing year and determine how
the same shall be expended.
Article 8. To see how much money the town will grant
for temporary school accommodation.
• Article 9. To see if the town will vote to have the
surety on the collectors, and other town officers’ bonds placed
with a surety company, and raise and appropriate a sufficient
sum of money therefor.
Article 10. To see what action the town will take in
reference to the collection of taxes the ensuing year and fix
the compensation of the Collector of Taxes and determine the
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rate of interest to be charged on taxes remaining unpaid after
November 1st, 1905.
Article 11. To see if the town will authorize the Col-
lector of Taxes to use all the means of collecting taxes which
a town treasurer may use when appointed collector.
Article 12. To see if the town will authorize their
Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow
temporarily in anticipation of the taxes of the present munici-
pal year, such sums of money as may from time to time be
required, and give negotiable note or notes of the town there-
for, all such loans to be paid from said taxes.
Article 13. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum of yioney not to exceed twenty one
thousand dollars, to be expended in the erection of a new
school building.
Article 14. To see if the town will vote to authorize a
permanent loan to an amount not exceeding three per cent, on
the valuation for assessment of taxes of the taxable property
therein, the loan so authorized to be paid within 20 years. To
issue the coupon notes of the town therefor, signed by the
Treasurer and countersigned by a majority of the Selectmen,
and instruct the treasurer to sell said notes at not less than
par at public or private sale. The proceeds of said loan shall
be applied in payment of the new school building.
Article 15. To see if the town will vote to ratify the
action of the committee appointed by the town of Wrentham
to erect a school building at Plainville, in making a contract
for said building in the name of the town of Plainville.
Article 16. To see if the town will choose a committee
to proceed with the erection of the new school building.
Article 17. To choose a committee of three to act with a.
similar committee to be chosen by the town of Wrentham in
reference to a division of property of said towns, as prescribed
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by the Act of the year 1905 incorporating the town of
Plainville.
Article 18. To choose a committee on by-laws.
Hereof fail not to make due return of this warrant with
your doings thereon to me, at or before the time of said
meeting.
Given under my hand this fifth day of April, in the year of
our Lord nineteen hundred and five.
[Signed] JAMES IT. SHANNON,
Justice of the Peace.
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COMMONWEALTH of MASSACHUSETTS, NORFOLK SS.
April 5
,
1905 .
By virtue of the within named, I this day notified the
inhabitants of the Town of Plainville qualifed to vote in town
affairs, to assemble at the time and place within specified then
and there to act upon the articles of said warrant by posting-
attested copies of said warrant in three public places in said
Town of Plainville, as within directed, seven days before said
meeting.
[Signed] WILLIAM F. MATNTIEN.
The inhabitant of the Town of Plainville to whom said
warrant is directed.
COMMONWEALTH of MASSACHUSETTS, NORFOLK SS,
April 8
,
1905
.
Then personally appeared the above named William F.
Maintien and made oath that this return subscribed by
him is true, before me.
[Signed] JAMES IT. SHANNON.
Justice of the Peace.
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First Town Meeting.
First annual town meeting held at Plainville Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, Plainville, Mass., April T2, 1905,
Wednesday.
The meeting was called to order at 9 o'clock a. in., by
Justice of the Peace James II. Shannon. After the read-
ing ’of the warrant, article 1 was taken up. The following
were appointed and sworn as temporary tellers: Fred W.
Nortliup, William II. Nash, Arthur E. Fisher and Edward
C. Barney. Balloting for moderator resulted as follows :
Totol number of votes cast lOo
James II. Shannon received 71
Harry E. Barden IS
Fred W. Xorthup 17
and James II. Shannon was declared elected moderator.
Ilarry E. Barden was chosen clerk pro tern.
Article 2. It was voted that there be three Selectmen,
the same to be Overseers of Poor and Board of Health;
one member of the School Committee for three years, one
member of the School Committee for two years and one
member of the School Committee for one year, and three
constables. The vote taken on the questiou of having
three Highway Surveyors resulted, thirty-uiue in the affir-
mative and forty-one in the negative. It was then voted
to have one Highway Surveyor.
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Article 3. The tellers appointed were ratified as per-
manent for the meeting. The balloting for the several
town officers was begun at 10.12 o’clock a. m. Herbert E.
Thompson casting the first ballot. The result of the bal-
loting was as follows
:
Selectmen, Overseers of Poor ai.d Board of Health :
(
William F. Maintien 160
Elected < William S. Metcalf 165
( George F. Cheever 161
Eugene S. Whiting 6
Town Clerk :
Elected }>James H. Shannon 167
Geo. A. Starck 1
Treasurer
:
Elected ^Walter E. Barden 166
Herbert E. Thompson 1
Assessors
:
1 William F. Maintien 166
Elected < Joseph F. Breen 166
( J. F. Thompson 166
II. P. Fisher 2
Collector of Taxes
:
Elected George W. Wood 166
Auditor:
Elected J>John J. EideiL 168
School Committee :
1 For three years, Rufus King 167
Elected
]
“ two years, Bentley W. Morse 167
(
“ one year, Gardner Warren 162
John W. Blackwell 1
George D. Graham 1
C. T. Root 1
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11. F. Keeney 1
Mrs. Linnie Noble 1
W. II. Nash 1
istables
:
( John II. Graven 168
Elected < Sylvester Smith
( Daniel Crotty
165
164
Alvin L. Keyes 2
liway Surveyor:
Elected Edward C. Barney 119
Charles N. Moore 1
Walter C. Pond 2
William F. Maintien 2
A. A. Dunbar 3
On tlie question of granting liquor licenses
it was voted, total number of ballots cast 164
Yes 21
No 148
The other minor town officers chosen under article
three were as follows:
Tree Warden—Edward C. Barney.
Surveyors of Lumber—Edward 0. Barney, Walter 0.
Bond, Sylvester Smith.
Fence Viewers—Charles N. Moore, Frank E. Hill.
Field Driver —Albert B. Pond.
Article 17 was here taken up and William F. Main-
tien, Herbert E. Thompson and Walter E. Barden, were
chosen unanimously the committee to act according to the
provision of this article,
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Article 4. On motion of Rufus King, the town voted
to appropriate for teachers, care and fuel, fifty-seven hun-
dred dollars, for school books, etc., three hundred dollars,
for incidental expenses, four hundred dollars
;
making a
total grant under the article, of sixty-four hundred dollars.
Article 5. The sum of two hundred and twenty-five
dollars was granted for the employment of a Superintend-
ent of Schools.
Article 6. The following sums were granted :
Support of poor 1500 00
Current and incidental expenses 1500 00
Memorial Day 75 00
Payment of interest 500 00
State and military aid 200 00
Suppression of sale of liquor 100 00
Maintenance of fire department 200 00
Construction and repair of sidewalks was deferred to
be taken up in connection with article 7.
Article 7. On motion of J. F. Breen, one thousand
dollars was appropriated for highways and bridges and for
repair and construction of sidewalks-
;
and it was voted that
this amount be placed in the hands of the road surveyor.
At this time on motion of W. F. Maintien, a commit-
tee of three was appointed to escort Mr. Hiram A. Cowell
of Wrentham to the platform. The committee, W. F.
Maintien, H. E. Thompson and W. E. Barden, escorted
Mr. Cowell to the platform and he was given unanimous
consent to address the meeting, which he did.
Article 8. On motion of Rufus King, one hundred
and fifty dollars was appropriated for temporary school
accommodations.
Article 9. On motion of A\ . F. Maintien, it was
voted that the town have the surety on the Collector’s and
other town officers’ bonds placed according to the article
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and that the cost be paid from current and incidental
funds.
Article 10. On motion of W. E. Barden, it was
voted that the taxes he due November 1st, and interest be
charged on taxes unpaid at the rate of six per cent per an-
num; that the Tax Collector be paid a salary of one hun-
dred dollars, twenty-five dollars payable in advance, and
the balance when the taxes shall have been collected.
Article 11. On motion of Mr. Thompson, it was
voted that the Collector of Taxes be authorized to use all
the means of collecting taxes which a Town treasurer may
use when appointed collector.
Article 12. It was voted by a majority vote of the
legal voters present and voting that the Treasurer be, and
hereby is authorized with the approval of the Selectmen,
to -borrow during the municipal year of 1905, in anticipa-
tion of the collection of taxes, the sum of ten thousand
dollars [such sums of money as may be necessary for the
current expenses of the town, but not exceeding the total
tax levy for said year] giving the notes of the town there-
for, payable within one year after date thereof. All debts
incurred under the authority of this vote shall be paid
from the taxes of the present municipal year.
Article 13. It was voted to appropriate twenty-one
thousand dollars to be expended in the erection of a new
school building.
Article 14. Voted ;to create a permanent loan to the
amount of fifteen thousand (15000) dollars and issue the
coupon notes of the town of the denomination of one
thousand (1000) dollars each, bearing interest at the rate
of 3^ per cent per annum, said notes.to be numbered 1 to
15 inclusive, to be signed by the Treasurer and counter-
signed by a majority of the Selectmen, and to bear upon
their face the words, ‘-Plainville School Loan,” said notes
to be sold for not less than par, at public or private sale
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and tlie proceeds thereof to be used in the erection of a
school building at Plainville. The first note to be due in
one year from date of issue and one each succeeding year
until all are paid. The vote on creating the permanent
loan was taken by count and resulted in eighty-two (82)
voting in favor and no votes in opposition. The vote was
taken on motion of W. E. Barden.
Article 15. On motion of W. F. Maintien, the action
of the committee was ratified.
Article 16. On motion of W. E. Barden, the Plain-
ville members of the Wrentham Committee, viz.: Herbert
E. Thompson, W. M. Fuller, Rufus King and Edward C.
Barney, were elected a committee to proceed with the
erection of the building.
Article 18. To choose a committee on By-Laws. By
vote the chair appointed a committee consisting of W. E.
Barden, W. F. Maintien and H. E. Thompson, to bring in
nominations of three. Nominees were Walter E. Barden,
Rufus King and Frank O. Corbin and the same were
elected by the town after a recess from 11.50 o’clock a. m.
until 1.05 o’clock p. m. The polls were closed at 1.15
o’clock p. m. It was voted that the By-La vas committee
also consider the matter of and procure designs for a town
seal, and report at the next meeting.
A unanimous vote of thanks was given to the Moder-
ator, Clerk and Teller, for gratuitous services at town
meeting to-day.
Voted to adjourn.
(Signed) HARRY E. BARDEN,
Clerk pro tern.
A true copy attest.
JAMES II. SHANNON,
Town Clerk.
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Special Town Meeting, Monday,
Iii accordance with the warrant issued by the Board
of Selectmen Oct. 14, 1905, a special meeting of the in-
habitants was held at Union Aid hall, Monday evening,
Nov. 0, 1905, at 8 o’clock P. M.
The meeting was opened by the reading of the war-
rant by Town Clerk Shannon.
Article 1 . To choose a Moderator to preside over
said meeting.
By a unanimous vote W. F. Maintien was ordered to
cast one ballot for F. W. Northup for Moderator and Mr.
Northup was duly elected Moderator.
Article 2. To hear the report of the Committee on
By-Laws and act thereon. On motion of Rufus King,
article two was laid on the table till later when the Chair-
man of the Committee might be present to report.
Chairman W. E. Barden of the Committee then ap-
pearing, by unanimous consent article two was taken up
and in connection with the same was taken up article three
which was “To hear the report of the Committee on Town
Seal and act thereon.”
The report of the Committee on By-Laws was then
read by Secretary of the Committee, F. (). Corbin.
On motion of W. E. Barden the report of the Com
mittee was accepted, that the By-Laws as reported be
adopted as the By-laws of the town and become operative
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when approved by the proper authority in accordance with
the provision of Statue Law.
The matter of Town Seal having been referred to the
Committee on By-Laws and having by that Committee
been considered, it reported in favor of having the design
of the new school building occupy the center of the seal.
A design brought forward by Town Clerk James H.
Shannon, making use of the historic Angle Tree Stone
Monument as the emblem to occupy the center of the seal
was explained at some length and offered as a substitute
in place of that reported by the Committee. On motion
of W. E. Barden it was voted, that the design for a town
seal as submitted by the Town Clerk be adopted in place
of the design reported by the Committee, the design to be
further improved by giving more prominence to the word
Plainville and less prominence to the word Wrentham.
Article 4. To hear the report of the Committee ap-
pointed in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 255,
Acts of 1905, as to the division of the corporate property
of the towns of Wrentham and Plainville.
*The Committee, consisting of W. F. Maintien, II. E.
Thompson and W. E. Barden, report in writing as to the
division of the property of the two towns and the report
was accepted.
Article 5. To see if the town will accept the pro-
visions of Chapter 347, Acts of 1890, and appropriate the
money necessary to secure the gift of 100 dollars worth of
books from the State.
On motion of Geo. W. Wood, article five was laid on
the table.
Article 6. To choose by ballot three Trustees of the
Public Library, one to serve till annual town meeting of
1906, one to serve till the annual meeting of 1907, and
one to serve till the annual meeting of 1908.
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Voted that Article six be laid over till the annual
meeting of 1 906.
Article 7. To see if the Town will authorize its
Treasurer to borrow money for the completion of the
new school building.
On motion of \Vr . E. Barden, it was voted that the
Treasurer be authorized with the consent of a majority of
the Selectmen to borrow such sums not to exceed six
thousand dollars, as may be needed to complete the new
school building, and issue notes of the town therefor, said
notes to bear interest not to exceed five per cent.
*The report of the Committee on division of the corporate
property of the towns of Wrentham and Plainville, printed im-
mediately following this report of proceedings.
Article 8. To see if the Town will appropriate and
raise the sum of 100 dollars or any other sum to be used
for the transportation of scholars to and from the public
schools.
On a motion of W E. Barden that the sum of 100
dollars of the school current and incidental appropriation
be used by the School Committee in the transportation of
children, the same being declared not voted it was doubted.
On a rising vote it resulted affirmative 20, negative 17.
A vote to reconsider was then made and doubted and
resulted in favor of reconsideration 17, opposed 26.
Article 9. To choose any Committee to hear the re-
port of any committee and act thereon.
It was here voted that the unanimous thanks of the
inhabitants in town meeting assembled be tendered to Mr.
John A. Cowell for his generous contribution of furniture
for the town office.
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Voted that the Selectmen and Town Clerk he con-
stituted a committee to procure a Town Seal in accordance
with the design accepted.
Voted that the Town Treasurer be authorized to give
a receipt to the town of Wrentham in the matter of the
division of the corporate property of the towns of
Wrentham and Plain ville.
Adjourned,
JAMES H. SHANNON,
Town Clerk.
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HEPORT OF COMMITTEE OX THE DIVISION
OF THE CORPORATE PROPERTY OF THE
TOWNS OF PLAINVILLE AND WRENTHAM.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Wrentham and the
Inhabitants of the Town of Plainville:
The committee chosen in accordance with the pro-
visions of Chapter 255 of the Acts of 1905, at the town
meeting of the town of Plainville, held in April, 1905,
namely: William F. Maintien, Herbert E. Thompson
and Walter E. Barden, has met with the committee chosen in
accordance with the terms of this act at the town meeting
of the town of Wrentham, held in April, 1905, namely;
Elbridge J. Whitaker, Artemas Willard and Edward F.
McClennan, and the two committees have organized as a
joint committee, with Elbridge J. Whitaker as chairman
and William F. Maintien as clerk. This committee now
submit this report of its conclusions.
The committee unanimously finds and agrees that the
value of the real and personal property within the limits
of the town of Wrentham, directly after the passage of
the act aforesaid, namely, April 4, 1905, was forty-three
thousand, live hundred and ninety-two (43592) dollars,
and that the value of the real and personal property at
said time within the limits of the town of Plainville was
thirteen thousand, seven hundred and twelve and 22-100
(13,712.22) dollars. A schedule of the property afore
said in the town of Wrentham is hereunto annexed,
marked “ A ’’ and a schedule of property aforesaid in the
town of Plainville is hereunto annexed, marked “ B."
In addition to the foregoing, the town of Wrentham
had at said time the following resources;
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Cash in the treasury, nine thousand one hun-
dred, sixty-three and 37-100 (9163.87) dols. #9163 87
Due for the use of town hall, fifty-five and 10-
100 (55.10) dollars 55 10
Due on sale of Willard school building sixty-
one and 85-100 (61.85) dollars 61 85
To he reimbursed for state paupers, one hun-
dred thirty-four (134) dollars 134 00
To be received from state for schools, seven
hundred and fifty (750) dollars 750 00
Due from Congregational church for gas,
eleven (11) dollars 11 00
To be received from county for East street
damages, twelve hundred thirty-four (1*284)
dollars
" 1234 00
To be received from cattle commission, seventy
two and 12-100 (72.12) dollars 72 12
ITipaid taxes 1898, 1899,1903 and 1904, valued
at forty-two hundred (4200) dollars 4200 00
To be reimbursed for burial of soldiers, two
hundred and ten (210) dollars 210 00
Mortgage note of Peterson, five hundred (500)
dollars 500 00
Total $16391 44
The total resources above stared of the two
towns are: seventy-three thousand six and
ninety-five and 66-100 (73,695.66) dollars #78695 66
Reimbursements for state aid amounting to ten hun-
dred ninety-one [1091] dollars, is not included in these
resources, as section 12 of the act aforesaid makes specific
provision for the proportional distribution of this between
the two towns when it is received.
The liabilities of the town of WTentham are all to be
borne and paid by the town of Wrentham. At the time
aforesaid they were
:
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Collectors' salaries for 1903 and 1904 when
due, [400] dollars
Sundry bills since paid on order of the Select-
men, eleven hundred sixty-nine [1169] dols.
Sundry hills since paid on order of school com-
mittee, ten hundred and ten [1010] dollars
School fund note, fourteen hundred sixty-eight
and 26-100 [1468.26] dollars
Interest thereon to April 4. 1905, fifteen and
41-100 [15.41] dollars
Public library note, five thousand [5000] dols.
Interest thereon to April 4, 1905, one hundred
five and 56-100 [105.56] dollars
Other notes of standing debt, ten thousand
[10,000.00] dollars
Interest thereon to April 4. 1905, one hundred
four and 44-100 [104.44] dollars
Other notes of standing debt, ten thousand
[10,000.00] dollars
Interest thereon to April 4. 1905, four and 44-
100 [4.44] dollars
*400 00
1169 00
1010 00
1468 26
15 41
5000 00
105 56
10000 00
104 44
10000 00
4 44
Total liabilities 829,277 11
Deducting these liabilities from the resources above
described leaves fourty-four thousand four hundred and
eighteen and 55-100 (44418.55) dollars. $44418.55
Idle valuation of the property within the limits of
what now constitutes the town of Plainville, as assesesd
the first day of May in the year 1904, bears the relation
to the valuation of the property within the limits of what
now constitutes the town of Wrentham as assessed the
first day of May, 1904, of two (2) to three (3).
Two-fifths (2-5) of forty-four thousand four hundred
eighteen and fifty-five (44418.55) is seventeen thousand
seven hundred and sixty-seven and 42-100 (17767.42)
dollars. $17767 42
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Three-fifths (3-5) of forty-four thousand four hundred
eighteen and fifty-five (44418.55) dollars is twenty-six
thousand six hundred fifty-one and 13-100 (26651.13)
dollars. $26651 13
Charging the town of Wrentham with the sums
above mentioned of forty-three thousand five hundred
ninety-two (43592.00) dollars and sixteen thousand three
hundred and ninety-one and forty-four (16391.44) dol-
lars, gives fifty-nine thousand nine hundred eiglity-three
and 44-100 (59983.44) dollars. $59983 44
Deducting from this the debts above mentioned of
twenty-nine thousand two hundred seventy-seven and
eleven (29277.11) dollars gives thirty thousand seven
hundred six and 33-100 (30706.33) dollars. #30706.33
This exceeds the three-fifths (3-5) above mentioned,
namely, twenty six thousand six hundred fifty-one and
13-100 (26651.13) dollars by four thousand and fifty-
five and twenty (4055.20) dollars #4055 20
The figure of two-fifths (2-5) above mentioned, name-
ly, seventeen thousand seven hundred sixty-seven and
42-100 (17767.42 dollars, exceeds the valuation of the
property in Plainville above mentioned, namely, thirteen
thousand seven hundred twelve and 22-100 (13712.22)
dollars, by the same amount, namely, four thousand and
fifty-five and 20-100 (4055.20) dollars. #4055 20
On the payment by the town of Wrentham to the
town of Plaihville of the sum of four thousand and fifty-
five and 22-100 (4055.22) dollars, the town of Wrentham
Avill have received three-fifths (3-5) of the net available
resources of the two towns on April 4, 1905, and the
town of Plainville will have received two-fifths (2-5) of
said net available resources.
The town school fund consists of a note of the town
of fourteen hundred sixty-eight and 26-100 (1468.26)
dollars and five [5] shares of the stock of the Wrentham
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National Bank valued by the committee at three hundred
fifty [850] dollars. This makes the total school fund
eighteen hundred eighteen and 26-100 [1818.26] dollars.
Apart from the foregoing, the town of Plainvillc should
receive from the town of Wrentham as a school fund, and
to be held by it as such, two-fifths (2-5) of this eighteen
hundred eighteen and 26-100 [1818.26] dollars, or seven
hundred twenty-seven and 80-100 [727.80] dollars, to-
gether with the interest thereon at 4 per cent [4 per cent]
from February 1st, 1905. The school fund note of the
town of Wrentham should be reduced by this sum of
seven hundred twenty-seven and 80-100 [727.30] dollars,
leaving the town of Wrentham with a school fund of five
[5] shares of the stock of the Wrentham National Bank
valued at three hundred fifty [350] dollars, and a note of
the town of seven hundred forty and 96-100 [740.96]
dollars, making a total school fund of ten hundred ninety
and 96-100 [1090.96] dollars, that is, three-fifths [3-5] of
the foregoing fund of eighteen hundred eighteen and 26-
100 [1818.26] dollars.
Insurance policies heretofore held by the town and in
force on April 4, 1905, and covering buildings in the town
of Plain ville, have been transferred to the town of Plain-
ville.
All deeds covering property owned at the time afore-
said by the town of Wrentham and now situated in the
town of Plainville, should be delivered to the town of
Plainville.
Respectfully submitted in duplicate to the respective
towns, this 12th day of October, 1905.
WILLIAM F. MAINTIEX
) Committee
HERBERT E. THOMPSON \ of the town of
WALTER E. BARDEN ) Plainville
ELBRIDGE J. WHITAKER ) CommitteeARTEMAS WILLARD \ of the town of
EDWARD F. McCLENNEN ) Wrentham
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EXIT IHIT A.
Property in the Town of
Wrentham.
Land at corner of Franklin st. and Dedham st., and town
building thereon.
Engine House thereon.
Fire Apparatus and other contents of engine house.
Rogers house and land in Sheldonville.
Darling house and land in Sheldonville.
School lot and house in Sheldonville.
School lot and house in West Wrentham.
School lot and house on South st. in Wrentham.
Public Library lot, not including building contents of public
library binding other than the proceeds of the library
fund held by the trustees of the public library.
Town farm land.
Almshouse.
Shed, lock-up, old barn, new barn.
Personal property of Almshouse.
Furniture, fittings and other contents of town hall and
building.
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Hoad scrapers.
Gasoline outfit.
Drain Pipe.
Gasoline in tank.
Disinfecting apparatus.
Safe at town clerk’s office.
School furniture.
Goal, wood and tools in town building.
Insurance policies.
School books.
Outlying land bought at tax sale.
All other lands.
All other corporate property.
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EXHIBIT B.
Property in the Town
Plainville.
School lands and house, Plainville Centre.
Engine house.
Fire apparatus and other contents of engine house.
School house in Guinea.
School house, Blake’s Hill.
Land and school house, Shepardville.
School furniture.
School books.
Load scraper.
Coal and tools.
I nsurance.
Outlying lands bought at tax sale.
( )ther lands.
Other corporate property.
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Still
born
M
Ivor
Corey
Bennett
Herbert
Atwood
Bennett
and
Laura
Ethel
Corey
I?
L.IJan
Abaline
Hill
Frank
Ernest
Hill
and
Annie
Vieira
JAMES
H.
SHANNON,
Marriages
Recorded
in
Plainville,
1905.
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Deaths Recorded in Plainville, 1905.
AGE.
DATE. NAME.
Y M D
CAUSE OF DEATH.
May 13 Margaret Demurest 70 5 8 Bright’s Disease
22 Sophia J. Card 60 3 22 xlpoplexy
27 Samuel G. Rand 82 5 3 Heart Disease
30 Charles S. Graves 34 5 6 Pul. Tuberculosis
June 3 Ilosmer Franklin Newcomb 15 7 18 Diabetes Mel.
6 Male Still born
July 12 Laura Sherman McCausland 70 0 Cholera Morbus
27 Male Still born
Aug. 29 Everett Henry N ewcomb 32 10 27 Apoplexy
Sept. 23 George Francis Staples 72 11 7 Cancer of Stomach
28 Mary Tingley 85 6 15 Senility
Nov. 26 Abby Mary Hopkins 73 10 4 Bron. Pneumonia
Dee. 3 Mary Ellen Entwistle 20 2 27 Car. Exhaustion
12 Still born
JAMES IT. SHANNON,
Town Cleric.
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The Old Angle Tree Monument.
When Charles I. granted the Patent to the Massachusetts
Pay Company in March, 1628, the southern extent of the
boundary of the company’s domain, was designated as three
miles south of the southerly end of Charles River.
Disputes arising as to what was in Plymouth colony and
what was in Massachusetts colony, and questions of authority
as to disputed territory and homesteads, brought about the de-
sire to have the line more real and definite in its marking.
The two colonies by their appointed representatives drew up
and signed an agreement in 1640 that can best tell its own
story as follows :
THE AGREEMENT OF YE BOUNDS BETWIXTK
PEYMOTII ANI) MASSACHUSETTS.
Whereas tlier were tow Comissiones granted by ye 2. jurisdic-
tions, ye one of Massachsets Governmente, granted unto John
Endicott gent: and Israel Stoughton, gent: the other of New-
Plimoth Governmente, to William Bradford, Govr, and Edward
Winslow, gent: and botli these for ye setting. out, setling &• tie-
terming, of ye bounds & limitts of ye lands betweene ye said
jurisdictions, whereby not only this presente age, but ye posteri-
tie to come may live peaceably & quietly in yt behalfe. And for
as much as ye said Comissioners on both sids have full power so to
doe, as appeareth by ye records of both jurisdictions; wetherfore,
ye said Comissioners above named, doe hereby with one consente
<fe agreemente conclude, determine, and by these presents declare,
that all ye marshes at Conahasett yt lye of ye one side of ye river
next to Ilingam,* shall belong to ye jurisdiction of Massachusetts
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Plantation; and all ye marshes ytlye on ye other side of ye river
next to Sityate shall be long to ye jurisdiction of New-Plimoth.
And further, we doe hearby agree, determine, and conclude, yt
the bounds of ye 1 unites between both of ye said jurisdictions are
as followeth viz, from ye mouth of ye brooke yt runeth intoChon-
aliansett, marshes (which we call by ye name of Bound-brooke)
with a striglit & directe line to ye midle of a great ponde, yt lyeth
on ye right hand of ye uper path, or commone way, yt leadeth be-
tweene Waimoth and Plimoth close to ye path [233] we go alonge,
which was formerly named (and still we desire may be caled)
Accord pond lying about five or 6 myles from Weimoth southerly;
and from thence with a straight line to ye southermost part of
Charles river, & 3 myles southerly, inward into ye countrie, ac-
cording as is expresed in ye patente granted by his Matie to ye
Company of Massachusetts Plantation.
Provided always and never ye less concluded & determined
by mutual agreemente between ye said Comissioners yt if it fall
outyt the said line from Accord pond to ye southermost parte of
Charles-river and 3 myles southerly as is before expresed,
straiten or hinder any parte of any plantation begune by ye
Covert of New-Plimoth or hereafter to be begune within 10 years
after ye date of these psnts, that then notwithstanding ye said line
it shall be lawfull for ye said Govrt of New-Plimoth to assume
on ye northerly side of ye said line,wlier it shall so intrench as af-
foresaid, so much land as will make ye quantity of eight miles
square, to belong to every shucli plantation begune or to [be] be-
gune as afforsaid: which we agree, determine, & conclude, to ap-
pertain & betong to ye said Govrt of New-Plimoth. And wheras
ye said brooke which runeth into Choahasset saltmarshes, called
by us Bound-brooke, and ye pond called Accord-pond lyeth near
ye lands belonging to ye townships of Sityate & Hingam, we doe
therfore determine & conclude, that if any devissions allready
made and recorded, by either ye said townships, doe crose the
said line, that then it shall stand, & be of force according to ye
former intents and purposes of ye said townes granting them (the
marshes formerly agreed on exepted) and yt no towne in either
jurisdiction shall hereafter exceede but containe themselves with-
in ye said lines expressed.
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In witness wherof we the Comissioners of both jurisdictions,
doe by these presents indented set our hands & seales ye ninth
day of ye 4. month in 16. year of our soveraine lord, King Charles;
and in ye year our Lord 1640.
WILLIAM BRADFORD, Govr., .JO: EXDECOTT,
ED: WINSLOW, ISRAEL STOUGHTON.
This evidently did not fully satisfy the disputants as to
tangible metes and bounds, so the two colonies united again
in having commissioners establish the line in 1664.
This work was done, its record inscribed on a tree called
the Angle Tree, and lasted in that form for over a hundred
years.
The career of the great Angle Tree having reached its
end, other means were adopted by the General Court of Massa-
chusetts to perpetuate the line and its history, by establishing
a stone monument in 1790, which still does its designated
work, and remains the most interesting and historically im-
portant boundary monument in the country and is our still
active town and count}7 boundary.
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Massachusetts Resolves 1790,
May Session.
CHAPTER 37.
RESOLVE, FOR ERECTING A STONE MON LAMENT
ON THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE OLD
COLON Y 0 F MA SSA CIIUSETTS, A>H) AP-
POINTING LEMUEL KOLLO CIC ESQ., A COM-
MITTEE FOR THE PURPOSE—HE TO REPORT.
Resolved
,
That a stone monument be erected on the
southerly line of the old Colony of Massachusetts in the place
where the Late Station or Angle tree formerly stood
;
said
Monument to Consist of one Stone of Sufficient Length above
Ground, to have ingraven on Each Side, the several letters
set on said tree by the Commissioners appointed by the old
Colony of Plymouth and Massachusetts, and the Date when
said Round was first made, also this In[s]eription, viz.
This Monument is erected by order of Government to
perpetuate the Place where the Late Station or angle tree
formerly stood
—
And be it further enacted that Lemuel Kollock> Esqr. be a
committee to cause the said Monument to be erected & ingraven
as above directed and that he Make a Return of his doings
into the Secretary's office With a Certificate from under the
Hands of the Selectmen of the Towns of Wrentham and
Attleborough or the Major Part of them sworn to before some
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Justice of the Peace certifying that said stone is erected in
the same spot where the said station or angle tree formerly
stood & is one of the Bounds between said towns, and lay his
account before this Court for allowance and payment.
June 16, 1790,.
March 11, 1791. Resolve to pay several accounts, Roll No.
19, among which was the following:
No. 27. To Lemuel Kollock, Esq. for his Account of
Charges, for procuring, and fixing a Monument upon the
important Bounds in the Town of Wren tham, by order of
Government £21 2s 6(1.
lle, M ass., February 26, 1906.
JAMES H. SHANNON,
Towui Clerk.
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TOWN WARRANT.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
NORFOLK, SS.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Plainville,
hi said County, Greeting :
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
you are hereby required to notify and warn the inhabitants
of the Town of Plainville, qualified to vote in Town affairs,
to meet in the Town Hall, in said Plainville, on Monday,
the nineteenth (19th) day of March, A. I). 1906, at nine
o’clock in the forenoon, then and there to act on the fol-
lowing articles, viz
:
Article 1. To choose a Moderator to preside at said
meeting.
Article 2. To consider and act upon the reports of
the Selectmen, Treasurer and other town officers.
Article 3. To choose all necessary Town Officers.
The following are to be chosen b}r ballot : Three Select-
men, Overseers of the Poor, Board of Health, Assessors,
Town Clerk, Town Treasurer, Auditor, Constables and
Collector of Taxes, all for one year
;
and one member of
School Committee for three years.
Article 4. To vote “Yes” or “No” by separate ballot
upon the question, “Shall license be granted for the sale
of intoxicating liquors in the town for the ensuing year."
Article 5. To see if the town wilUaccept'the jury list
as prepared by the Selectmen and posted according to law.
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Article 6. To see if the town will vote, that here-
after official ballots shall be used for the election of town
officers.
Article 7. To see how much money the town will
grant for the support of schools for the current year.
Article 8. To see how much money the town will
grant for school books and incidentals the current year.
Article 9. To see how much money the town will
grant for the employment of a Superintendent of Schools.
Article 10. To see if the town will appropriate One
Hundred Dollars or any other sum for the transportation
of scholars to or from the public schools.
Article 11. To see if the town will vote to instruct
the School Committee to close the Shepardville school and
transport the scholars to the Center schools.
Article 12. To see if the town will appropriate and
raise the sum of One Hundred (100) Dollars, to paint the
High School building.
Article 13. To see if the town will vote to fix the
salaries of the different town officers.
Article 14. To see how much money the town will
appropriate and raise for current and incidental expenses
the ensuing year.
Article 15. To see how much money the town will
appropriate and raise for the support of poor for the cur-
rent year.
Article 16. To see how much money the town will
vote to appropriate and raise for highways and bridges the
current year and determine how it shall be expended.
Article 17. To see how much money the town will
vote to appropriate and raise for state and military aid the
current year.
Article 18. To see how much monej' the town will
vote to appropriate and raise for Memorial Day.
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Article 19. To see if the town will grant the use of
Town Hall free of charge to Geo. H. Maintien Post 138,
G. A. IT, three days the current year. (Request.)
Article 20. To see how much money the town will
vote to appropriate and raise for the payment of interest
the current year.
Article 21. To see if the town grant the use of
Town Hall free of charge to the Fire Department one
evening the current year.
Article 22. To see how milch money the toAvn will
vote to appropriate and raise for the Fire Department the
current year.
Article 23. To see how much money the town will
vote to appropriate and raise for the suppression of the
sale of intoxicating liquors and for the apprehension and
prosecution of offenders against the law relating to the
illegal keeping and sale of such liquors, and instruct the
Selectmen to employ efficient agents and counsel to prose-
cute such offenders.
Article 24. To see what action the ton n will take
with regard to the collection of taxes the current year, fix
the compensation of the Collector and determine the rate
of interest to be charged on taxes remaining unpaid after
November 1, 1906.
Article 25. To see if the town will vote to have the
surety on the Collector's or other town officers’ bonds,
placed with a Fidelity or Guarantee Company and appro-
priate a sufficient sum of money to pay for same.
Article 26. To see if the town will authorize the
Collector of Taxes to use all of the means of collecting
taxes which a Town Treasurer may use when appointed
Collector.
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Article 27. To see if tlie town will authorize their
Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow
temporarily in anticipation of the taxes of the present
municipal year, such sums of money as may from time to
time be required, and give negotiable note or notes of the
town therefor, all such loans to be paid from said taxes.
Article 28. To see if the town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to make such contract with the Massachu-
setts Highway Commissioners for the construction of an
extension of the state highway the current year as in their
judgment is for the best interests of the town.
Article 29. To see if the town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to indemnify the Commonwealth against
all claims and demands for damages which may be sus-
tained by any person whose property is taken for or is
injured by the construction of any highway which the
Massachusetts Highway Commission propose to lay out
and construct as state road, in accordance with Public
Statutes.
Article 30. To see if the town will vote to create a
debt of Two Thousand (2000) Dollars or any part thereof
and determine how and when the same shall be paid.
Article 31. To see what disposition the town will
make of the school fund.
Article 32. To see if the town will vote to discon-
tinue that portion of Cowell street (so-called), extending
from George street to the residence of Joseph Zaino.
Article 33. To see if the town will vote to choose
a committee to make a thorough investigation into the ad-
visability of a water system for the town.
Article 34. To choose any committee to hear the
report of any committee and act thereon.
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Hereof fail not and make due returns of this warrant
with your doings thereon to the Town Clerk in conformity
to the Public Statutes, at or before the time of said
meeting.
Given under our hands and seal of the Town of Plain-
ville, this Twenty-sixth day of February, in the year of
our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Six.
WM. F. MAINTIEN,
) Selectmen of
GEO. F. CHEEVER,
f
Plainville.
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VALUATION
AND
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OF THE
m
own of Plainville, Mass.
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Valuation and Tax List.
A1jrecrombie Mrs. Ralph W. Melcher st.
Yi house, 500 ; Y house lot, 70 ;
barn, 50 $620 110 48
Adams George H., Cottage st. poll
Personal property 400
2 00
Bennett house, 1200
;
house lot, 250 1450 31 26
Adams Mrs. G. II. House Broad st.,900
;
house lot, 200 1100 18 59
Adams Wallace F. Cottage st. poll 2 00
Alix Joseph, Washington st. poll 2 00
Personal property 155 2 62
Atkinson Mrs. George, Pleasant st. Two
houses, Pleasant st., 2400; house
lots, 440 2840 48 00
Austin William J.
,
Pleasant st. poll 2 00
Averill, Mrs. Bertha M., Spring st.
1 [ouse, 1500 ; lot, 200 1700 28 73
Averill Frank W., Pleasant st. poll 2 00
Ayer Andrew H., South st. poll 2 00
Ayer Willard G., Walnut st. poll 2 00
House, 900; barn, 350; lot, 100;
sprouts, 25 1375 23 24
Bacon Charles H., South st. poll 2 00
Bacon Harland G.
,
South st. poll 2 00
Bacon II . G., guardian. Pasture land 150 2 55
Bacon Mrs. II. G.
House, South st., 3500; barn, 400;
house lot, 2000 5900 99 71
Bacon Joseph T., South st. poll 2 00
Bamberger August, South st. poll 2 00
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Barden Harry E., South st. poll 2 00
Barden Walter E., South st. poll 2 00
House, 1800; barn, 200; lot, 750;
sprouts, 200 2950 49 85
Barden Walter E. Pate, F. G. trustees
House, Maple ave., 1000; house lot,
400
; y2 Carpenter sprouts, 75
;
y2 Daggett sprouts, 75 ; yz Cahott
sprouts, 75; y Bacon sprouts, 125
Barney Cyril C. estate, South st.
1750 29 58
House, 1000; barn, 250; house lot, 450 1700 28 73
Barney Edward C., South st. poll 2 00
Personal property, 1400 23 60
Barney Frank E., Spring st. poll 2 00
House, 2000; lot, 250 225 38 03
Barney Phenuel J., South st. poll
House, 1500; barn, 100; house lot,
2 00
300; Williams lot, 150 2050 34 64
Barney Mrs. P. »T.
y2 J. P. Cheever house, 500 ; Cheever
barn, 100; y2 house lot, 150; til-
lage, 400; tillage, 130; pasture,
85
;
pasture and meadow, 135
;
Rattle Snake Hill sprouts, 100;
wood and sprouts, 100 1700 28 73
Barrington Mary, Mirimichi st.
House, 200; barn, 50; house lot, 100 exempt
Barrows Harry H., South st. poll 2 00
Personal property, 177.50; house.
South st., 500; barn, 100; duck
houses, 500 ; house lot, 4 acres,
300; Everett tillage, iy acres,
175; wood lot, 8 acres, 100; Ide
lot, 4 acres, 50 172.) 32 15
Barrows Harley A. poll 2 00
Barton Richard F., South st. poll 2 00
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Bate William, Warren st. poll
House, Warren st., 400 ; barn, 250;
house lot, 1 acre, 50 ; Snell lot, 3
acres, 60 760
Battersby Charles F., Beltcher st. poll
Battersby James, poll
Personal property, 70 ; house, 400 ;
barn, 300; house lot, 3 acres, 75-
Morse lot, 5 acres, 125
;
pasture, 4
acres, 40 ; wood and sprouts, 10
acres, 150
;
pasture and wood, Belt-
.
cher st.. 15 acres, 1500 1240
Battersby James A., Beltcher st. poll
Beaupre Abin, Bacon st. poll
Beaupre Oscar, poll
Beaupre Mrs. Victoria, Bacon st. Build-
ing lot, Fletcher st.,
^4 acres, 50
Beaumont Louis P., off Madison st. poll
Personal property, 200 ; house,
400; factory, 250; house lot, 2
acres, 50; unimproved land, 10
acres, 100; waterpower, 100 1100
Bennett Herbert A., South st. poll
Bergdoll John, South st. poll
Beiliski Joseph, Warren st. poll
Personal property, 177.50 177 50
^ house, 200; barn, 100; ^ house
lot, yi acre, 12 ; tillage, 5 acres,
200; pasture, 10 acres, 130; wood
land, 5 acres, 75 717
Bishop Thomas W., oft* Washington st. poll
Personal property 190
House, 400 ; barn, 200 ; house lot, 5
acres, 150
;
pasture, 17 acres; 170;
Thompson tillage, 18 acres, 400
;
pasture and sprouts, 5 acres, 75 ;
2 00
12 84
2 00
2 00
22 14
2 00
2 00
2 00
35
2 00
18 59
2 00
2 00
2 00
15 11
2 00
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Ide sprouts, 14 acres, 125 1520
Bishop Mrs. Thomas W., off Washingson st.
Tillage Messinger st., 15 acres,
300; pasture and wood, 28 acres,
140; meadow, 2 acres, 20; wood
and sprouts, 24 acres, 240; unim-
prove land, 20 acres, 100 800
Bishop Willie, off Washington st. poll
Blackwell John W., Everett st. poll
House, 1300; house lot, ^ acre, 150 1450
Blake Charles A., Taunton st. poll
Personal property, 160 160
House, 1000
;
barn, 300 ; house lot and
tillage, 11 acres, 250; pasture, 12
acres, 120 ; wood land, 6 acres, 90
;
unimproved land, 24 acres, 50 1810
Blake Edmund M., Hancock st. poll
Personal property 215
House, High st., 650 ; barn, 150; house
lot and tillage, 14 acres, 350
;
pas-
ture and wood, 12 acres, 120;
Hawes pasture, 17 acres, 170 ; un-
improved land, 25^ acres, 246 1686
Blake Mrs. E. M., Hancock st.
House Hancock st.,750; barn, £00 ; old
house, 300; carriage house, 150;
house lot and tillage, 7 acres, 175 ;
pasture, 10 acres, 100; swale, 4
acres, 85 ; brush pasture, 14 acres,
140 ; sprouts cut, 1886, 6 acres, 90 1 990
Blake Mrs. William A., South st.
House, South st., 1250; house lot, 1
acre, 600. Exempt
Blanchard George E. poll
Blanchard William E., Rhode st. poll
Personal property, 130 130
28 90
13 52
2 00
24 50
2 00
33 29
2 00
32 13
63
2 00
2 00
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House, 250; barn, 75; house lot and
tillage, 10 acres, 150; pasture, 21
acres, 210 ; unimproved land, 9
acres, 100; Harris land, 6 acres, 50 835 Hi 31
Boerger Henry Id., Bacon sq. poll 2 00
Bolton Albert E., Bacon st. poll 2 00
- Personal property 150
House, Bacon st., 1100; barn, 200;
house lot, 1 acre, 400 1700 31 27
Bolton Joshua E., Madison st. poll 2 00
Personal property 480 3 11
Bolton S. A", estate
House, 900; barn, -100 ; shop and shed,
200; house lot and tillage, 3y2
acres, 140 ; swale, 5 acres, 150
;
meadow, 10 acres, 100; George
pasture, 25 acres, 105; meadow, 2
acres, 00 2015 34 05
Bowery Frederick B. Warren st. poll o 00
Personal property 90 1 52
Booth Henry E., Mirimiehi st. poll 2 00
Boyle Thomas J., Bacon st. poll 2 00
House, 1000; house lot, 1 acre, 250
Brady, Bernard estate, off South st.
House, 700; barn, 50; house lot, 7
1250 21 13
acres, 800; pasture, 2 acres, 100 1 650 27 89
Brady Edward T. poll 2 00
Brady Joseph M. poll 2 00
Bragdon Calvin W., Pleasant st. poll 2 00
Bragg Charles W., Melcher st. poll o 00
House, 1100 ; house lot, 1 acre, 450 1 500 26 20
Breen Charles F., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Breen Joseph F. poll
Personal property 535
2 00
House, 1200; bam, 800; wagon shed,
50 ; hen house, 50 ; house lot,
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acre, 250; Grove lot, 2^ acres.
100 ; Islands, Washington st,. 20 2470 50 78
Brent Arthur F., School st. poll 2 00
Brennen Patrick. South st. poll 2 00
Brown Leonard, South st. poll 2 00
Brown Oliver P., South st. poll 2 00
Brunner Charles A., Grove st. poll 2 00
House, 1000; wood house, 75; house
lot, 1 acre, 100; tillage, l)/± acre,
125 1300 21 97
Brunner Frank A. poll 2 00
Brunner Peter. Brunner st. poll 2 00
House, lOUO ; barn, 100 ; house lot. 1
acre, 300; building lot, 1 acre, 3u0 1700 28 73
Burton All>ert 51.
,
School st. poll 2 00
Personal property 1500
Ilouse, School st.. 2200; barn, 500;
1 j wind mill, 125 ; G.A.R.building.
1700; house Spring st., 2200;
windmill, 100
;
poultry house, 50 ;
house lot, 7 8 acres, 437; G. A. R.
lot, acre, 300 ; building lot,
Spring st., y2 acre, 100: building
lot cor. Spring st., 150; house lot.
] > acre. 250 8112 162 44
Burton Albert E., School st. poll 2 00
House, 2300; wind mill, 100; house lot
1 acre, 100 2700 45 32
Burt John H., Taunton st. poll 2 00
Personal 320
House, Taunton st., 1200; barn, 500:
shop and wind mill house. 300 : 2
poultry houses, *200; carriage house.
100: greenhouse, 100: windmill,
100 ; bouse lot and tillage, 20
acres, 500 3000 56 11
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Burt Walter jC., Taunton st. poll
Personal property
Butler Walter F. poll
Butler Walter and Delia T.
House, 700 ; house lot y, acre, 105
Card Charles, Washington st. poll
House, 900; barn, 150; poultry house,
50 ; house lot, y2 acre, 100 ; Clay-
ton tillage, 10 acres, 100; Clayton
meadow, 2 acres, 80 ; Clayton
sprouts, 8 acres. 70 ; Clayton pas-
ture, 7 acres, 50 ? unimproved land,
28 acres, 50; Hancock lot, Sy
2 00
100 1 69
2 CO
865 14 62
2 00
acres, 70 1570 29 91
Personal property 200
Card Clarence H., Washington st. poll 2 00
Card William C., Washington st. poll 2 00
Carlson Augustus, Bacon st. poll 2 CO
Carney Margaret. House, 200: house lot,
2 acres, 50 ; shrub plain, 47 acres,
BO; exempt
Chadwick Geo. A., Spring st. poll 2 00
Chase Charles R., Bugbee st. poll 2 00
House, 1000; house lot, y> acre, 125 1125 19 01
Chase Charles W., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Personal property 200
House, 1800; house lot, y acre, 250 2050 88 08
Chase Clarence, Bacon st. poll 2 00
Chase Harry F., South st. poll 2 00
Personal property 1700 28 78
Cheever Frederick L., South st. poll 2 00
Personal property 10
One-half J. P. Cheever house, 500; y2
house lot, y> acre, 150 ; y2 barn,
75 ; tillage, 18 $8 acres, 575; pas-
ture, 7 acres, 70 ; wood lot, 7 acres,
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100; shrub plain, 5 acres, 100 ;
building lot, South st., 1 acre, 800 1870 81 77
l
Cheever Geo. F., South st. poll 2 00
House, South st., 750 ; barn, 100 ; house,
Bacon and Warren st., 400; barn,
Bacon and Warren st., 100; G. W.
Cheever house, Bacon st., 700; G.
W. Cheever barn, Bacon st., 200 ;
house lot, 2 acres, 1200 ; meadow
and tillage, 2 acres, 200 ; house lot,
y2 acre, 150; house lot and tillage,
12 acres, 1000; pasture, 18 acres,
200; wood land, 4 acres, 140; un-
improved land, 5 acres, 250 ; Raw-
son lot, 1 acre, 20 ; Blackington
lot, 3 acres, 75 ; bush pasture, 12
acres, 120 5605 94 72
Cheever Geo. F. & Bro. Guild lot, 9
acres, 680 630 10 65
Cobb Lyman A., Bugbee st. poll 2 00
House, 2000; house land, y2 acre, 25,0 2250 38 03
Cobb Martin D., Washington st. poll 2 00
House, 800; barn, 200; carriage house,
50 ; house lot and tillage, 6^ acres,
300
;
pasture, 9 acres, 100 ; Hawes
wood lot, 8 acres, 250 ; Hawes
sprouts, \ l/2 acres, 35 1735 29 32
Coggshall John H., Cross st. poll 2 00
Collier August, Pleasant st. poll C) 00
Conant Hiram R., High st. poll i)aJ 00
Conant Robert H., High st. poll
Personal property 180
2 00
House High st., 400 ; barn, 500; house
lot, 3 acres, 90 ; tillage, 30 acres,
600; pasture, 6 acres, 60; unim-
proved land, 27 acres, 270; Blake
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house, 300 ; Blake tillage, 7 acres,
70; Blake barn. 125] Blake pas-
ture, 7 acres, 70
Cook Perry M., Bacon st. poll
Coombs Charles A., South st. poll
Personal property
House, South st., 1000; barn, 100;
summer house, 50 ; house lot,
acre, 300; barn lot, % acre, 70
Coombs Clias. C. est., School st. Lot on
School st., 4 1-10 acres, 165
Coombs Edward A., off South st. poll
Coombs Horace E., off South st. poll
E. A. Coombs house, 1300; house,
800 ; barn, 200 ; house lot, y acre,
100 ; house lot, y2 acre, 300 ; til-
lage, fa acre, 245
Coombs John W., Bacon st. poll
Corbin Frank O., Broad st. poll
House, 1500 ; house lot, 1-5 acre, 100
Corbin William H., South st. poll
House, 1000 ; house lot, 3-10 acres, 180;
building lot, South st., y acre, 300
Corey Daniel E. poll
Guinado house, South st., 1300
;
house lot, 1 acre, 600 ; Pherson til-
lage, Bacon st., 7 acres, 500; Pher-
son meadow, 9 acres, 100 ; sprout
land, 16 acres, 200 ; Hawes meadow
and wood, 7 acres, 75
Personal property
Corey Mrs. Laura E. House, South st.,
3000 ; barn, 1200 ; poultry house,
100 ; house lot, South st., 2y
acres, 1350; back lot, South st.,
acros, 500
2485 45 04
2 00
2 00
150
1520 28 23
165 2 79
2 00
o 00
2945 49 77
2 00
2 00
1600 27 04
2 00
1480 25 01
o 00
2775 63 80
1000
936150 103
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Cowell H. C. est., Bacon st House, 1500
;
house lot, 250 1750 29 57
Crockett Mrs. Clias. F., Bacon st. Build-
ing lot, 400 6 76
Crockett Chas. poll 00OJ
Crook Henry B., South st. poll 2 00
Crook Severns W. poll 2 00
Personal property 20 34
Croty Daniel, Washington st. poll 2 00
Personal property 300
House, 1500; barn, 400: house lot, 7
acres, 600 2500 47 32
Croty Daniel F., Washington st. poll 2 00
Croty James F. poll 2 00
Cudworth Gardner B., Warren st. poll 2 00
Personal property 95
House, 400; barn, 75; poultry house,
25 ; house lot and tillage, 5 acres
200 700 13 44
Cummings Moses est. House, Warren st.,
500; barn, 200; lot and tillage, 5
acres, 200; pasture, 5 acres, 75;
swale, 5 acres, 100 ; house wood
lot, 7 acres; *210; Carpenter til-
lage, 4 acres, 150 ; Blackington
wood lot, 7 y2 acres, 175 1610 27 21
Cunningham Chas E., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Daggett Mrs. Eleanor S., South st. House,
1800
;
barn, 600 ; house lot, 1 y2
acres, 800 3200 54 08
Daily John, Bacon st. poll
•
2 00
House, 600; barn, 100; lot, \]/> acres,
400 1100 18 59
Dane George W. poll 2 00
Darling Albert, Bacon st. and South st. po 11 2 00
Davis Edward P., Bacon st. poll 2 00
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Davis Mrs. E. P., Bacon st.
House, 2000; shed, 100; house lot, ^
acre, 335 2435 41 15
Davis George J., South st. poll 2 00
Day John F., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Demarest George, Bacon st. poll 2 00
House, 1300 ; barn, 500; shop, 100;
house lot and tillage, 0 acres, 650 ;
Phillips lot, 10^ acres, 210 2760 46 64
Desautelle Edw., Hawkins s't. poll 2 00
Demarest Geo. M., Pleasant st. poll 2 00
Desautelle Edmund, Hawkins st. poll 2 00
Personal property 08 1 66
Doll Lewis F., Bacon st poll 2 00
Personal property 15 25
Donnell Geo. R., South st. poll 2 00
Dorset Phelix, Bacon st. poll 2 00
Doyle Arthur P., off South st. poll 2 00
Dunbar Augustus A., High st. poll 2 00
Personal property 950
House, 800; barn, 200; house lot, y
acre, 50 ; tillage, High st , 19 acres,
400; wood and sprouts, 55 acres,
850; pasture, 12 acres. 120 2420 56 96
Dunbar Herbert, Bacon st. poll 2 00
Dunn David W., Taunton st. poll 2 00
Personal propei ty 113
I louse, 250 ; barn, 150 ; 3 poultry houses,
250; lot, 10 acres, 250; Pond lot,
9 acres, 120; meadow, 2 acres, 20 1040 19 49
Dunnell Frank A., Taunton st. poll 2 00
Dunn Isaac S., Taunton st. £oll 2 00
Eiden Edw. H., Spring st. poll 2 00
Personal property 100 1 69
Eiden John J., Spring st. poll 2 00
House, 2000
;
wood house, 100; lot, y2
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acre, 200 2300 38 87
Emerson Alexander, Bacon st. poll 2 00
Personal property 800
House, 1200; barn, 200; lot, y2 acre,
200 1600 40 56
Englebert Jacob, South st. poll 2 00
Entwistle Edward, Bugbee st. poll 2 00
Entwistle Mrs. Edw., Bugbee st. House,
1400; poultry house, 100; lot y.
acre, 250 1750 29 57
Enwall Hassie O., Grove st. poll 2 00
Everett Win. F., Melcher st. poll 2 00
House, 1100 ; barn, 150 ; lot, y. acre, 250 1500 25 35
Ewen Charles, Bacon sq. poll 2 00
Faas Charles A
,
South st. poll 2 00
Faas Edwin C., South st. poll 2 00
Guild sprouts, by acres, 55 ; Nor-
ton sprouts, 3 acres, 30 85 1 49
Fass E. C. & Geo. N. & Florence Greenlage
Jordan land, 9y2 acres, 150; Hatch
wood land, 16 acres, 160; Cheever
wood land, 8 acres, 80 390 6 59
Fass Geo. N., South st. poll 2 00
Plain wood and sprouts, 9 acres, 90 90 1 52
Farrell Alfred J., South st. poll 2 00
Fied Francis, High st. poll 2 00
Personal propert}r
,
50 50
House, 600 ; wood house, 25 ; lot, 2
acres, 50 675 12 25
Fied Mrs. Martin, Washington st.
Personal property 85 1 44
Fielding Edward, Beny st. poll 2 00
Personal property 145 2 45
Fielding Mi’s. Edw. Personal property 140 2 37
Fielding J. Smith, Cross st. poll 2 00
Fielding Win., Beny st. poll 2 00
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Finn Thomas F., Bacon st. poll
Finn Mrs. T. F., Bacon st. One-half
house, 350
; y2 barn, 100 ; y2 lot,
y acre, 100 550
Fisher Arthur E., Bacon st. poll
Fisher Mrs. A.E., Bacon st. House, 1*200 ;
barn, 300 ; lot, y2 acre, 250 1750
Fisher llandell P., Messenger st, poll
Personal property 110
House, 1200; barn, 200; lot and tillage,
9 acres, 350
;
pasture, 4 acres, 40 ;
meadow and sprouts, 23.31 acres, 75 1865
Fisher Percy E., Grove st. poll
Fisler Harvey G. B., South st. poll
Personal property 1O0
Fisler Bertie F. H., South st. poll
Fisler J. Henry, South st. poll
Personal property 495
House, 800; barn, 100; lot, 1 acre,
400 ; tillage, 5 acres, 150 ; pasture,
6 acres, 160 ; White wood lot, 5
acres, 100 ; birch lot, 7 acres, 70 1780
Fis’er Mrs. J. Henry. House, 600 ; barn,
400; cider mill, engine and boiler,
500 ; lot and tillage, 3 acres, 150;
pasture, 7*4 acres, 75 ; woodland,
14 acres, 400; Cheever wood lot,
4 acres, 50; birch and pine cut,
1896, 6 acres, 75 ; Iron Mine
sprouts, 14 acres, 100 2350
French John C. poll
Fuller Arthur M., Taunton st poll
Personal property 40
House, 250
;
barn, 100; poultry house,
50 ; lot, 4 acres, 100 500
Fuller Arthur E., Maple st. poll
103
2 00
9 30
2 00
29 58
2 00
33 38
2 00
2 00
1 69
2 00
2 00
38 45
39 72
2 00
2 00
9 13
2 00
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Fuller James A., Walnut st. poll 2 00
Personal property 50
1 louse, 850 ; lot, 1 acre, 150 1000 17 75
Fuller J. M. est. One-half Cabbot lot,
15 acres, 75 ; y2 Daggett lot, ~y
acres, 75
; y2 Bacon lot, 7y2 acres,
1 *25
: y> Carpenter sprouts, 8 acres,
(
o
Fuller Tbeo. E. A., Walnut st. poll
Fuller Viola, Cottage st. House, 2500 ;
barn, 1200; house lot, y2 acre, 250;
lot South and Cottage st., 1 acre,
600
Fuller Willis M. poll
Personal property
C. T. Fuller house, 1800; barn,
1000; J. M. Fuller, 900; barn,
1000; Goodwin’s house, Bacon st.,
900 ; house lot, 1 acre, 800 ; house
house lot, 1 acre, 800 ; tillage* 22
acres, 1600 ; house lot, y2 acre,
200; meadow, 6 acres, 90; pas-
ture, 46 acres, 600
;
wood lot, $1
850
4550
2450
5 91
2 00
76 90
2 00
cut, 1901, 25 acres, 125; wood lot,
$2 cut, 1901, 16 acres, 75 8890 191 65
Gaddie, Frank W., Spring st. poll 2 00
Gardner, Albert If., Bacon st. poll
House, 1300; barn, 200; house lot,
2 00
acre, 200, 1700 28 73
Gardner, Geo., South st. poll 2 00
Gardner, Mrs. G. A., South st. House,
1600 ; Lot 9-11 acre, 490, 2090 35 32
Garrity, Francis, Bacon st. poll. 2 00
Garrity, Miss Margaret, Bacon st. y
house 350; ]A barn, 100; y2 house
lot y acre, 100. Exempt 500. 550 85
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Gay, Clinton, Bacon st. poll 2 00
Gervais, Joseph, South st. poll 2 00
Glennen, Thomas, Codding row. poll 2 00
Goff, John T., Spring and School sts. poll 2 00
Golden, Patrick, Bacon st. poll 2 00
Golden, Wm. C., High st. poll 2 00
Personal property 565
House, 1500; barn, 500; barn, 900;
horse barn, 250; house lot and til-
lage 25 acre, 1250
;
pasture, 30
acres, 300; sprouts, 12 acres, 125;
Craig meadow 5 acres, 75; Craig
pasture 10 acres, 100 5000 94 05
Goodwin, Mrs. Nancy, Bacon st. l/2 lot
Bacon st. Exempt 300
Graham, Geo. D., Bacon st. poll
Graham, Mrs. Geo. I). Personal property 50
2 00
House, 1000; barn, 100; lot 1 acre, 200 1300 22 82
Graham, Geo. \V\, Pleasant st. poll 2 00
Graham, Owen 1). Pleasant st. poll
Graham, Mrs. Owen 1)
,
Pleasant st.
2 00
House, 1500; barn, 150 ; lot, y2 acre 250 1900 32 11
Grand View Power C., Taunton st.
A meila Ferguson. Personal property 90
House, P200
;
barn, 500: ice house,
100; carriage house, 100; house lot
and tillage 14 acres, 400; pasture
12 acres, 120; Shepard meadow 7
acres, 250 ; Thompson sprouts 20
acres 300 : Cohen house lot *4 acre,
10; saw mill lot )4 acre, 10;
meadow, 19 acres, 190 3180 55 26
Grant, Nathaniel, Spring A' Broad sts. poll 2 00
Personal property 475
House, 2000; barn, 800; house lot 1
acre, 450 3250 62 9
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Grant, Edw. G., George st. poll 2 00
Personal property 45 70
Greenlay, Geo. B., Belcher st. poll 2 00
Personal property *230
House 500 ; barn, 300; 3 poultry house
lot and tillage, 18 acres, 300
;
pas-
ture, 19 acres, 190; wood and
sprouts, 28 acres, 300 1665 32 03
Greven John H., Bacon st. poll 2 00
House, 1350 ; wind mill, 75 ; house lot,
1 acre, 400 1825 30 84
Grinn ell Geo., Melcher st. poll o 00
Grinnell Edgar G., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Guild Harry AY., South st. poll •> 00
Guild Mrs. II. F., South st. Pasture, 8
acres, 80; plain, wood and sprouts,
20 acres, 200 280 4 73
Guild Henry F., South st. poll 2 00
Guild Mrs. Nancy P., South st. House,
1500 ; barn, 200 ; house lot, 1-2
acre, 200; tillage, 2 acres, 100 2000 33 80
Hall Ernest N., South st. poll 2 00
Personal property 5 8
Hall E. N. and Maria F., Suiitli st. House,
1100 ; barn, 250 : house lot, 1 acre.
600 ; back land, 1 1-2 acre, 150 2100 35 49
Hall John N., South st. poll 2 00
Hancock Daniel M., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Hancock Lyman B., Bugbee st. poll 2 00
House, 1000; lot, 1-2 acre, 200; lot.
Grove st., 1-7 acre, 100 1300 21 97
Harris Frank D., Rhode st. poll
Personal property 170
o 00
House, 200; barn, 100 : poultry house,
50: lot and tillage, 10 acres, 150 :
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acres, 30 : Elias Blake,* lot 1 1-2
acres, 50
;
pasture, 11 acres, 100 780 18 05
Hartman Casper, off High st. poll 2 00
Personal property 70
Mouse, 300; barn, 150; small house.
350 ; brooder house, 100 : poultry
house, 50 ; house lot and tillage, 9
acres, 225 ; house lot, 4 acres, 100
;
Bacon Everett lot, 30 acres, 150
pasture (Wood) 1 acre, 10; cran-
berry meadow, 10 acres, 100 1535 27 12
Ilartman Christian, Bacon st. poll 2 00
House, 1100 : house lot, 1-2 acre, 250 1350 22 81
Hartman Fritz, Bacon st. poll 2 00
llasenkamp W., Pleasant st. poll 2 00
House, 1500 ; barn, 250 ; house lot, 1
acre, 400 2150 36 33
Hatch, Clarence M., Spring st. poll 2 00
Hawes, Hannah, South st.
Maria and Mary Bailey. House, 150;
house lot acres, 600. Exempt
Hawkins, Clias. O., Pleasant st. poll 2 00
Hawkins, Eugune A., Everett st. poll 2 00
House, 1850 ; house lot acre, 150 2000 33 80
Hawkins, A. Fenner, South st. poll 2 00
House, 2000; barn, 100; house lot 1
acre, 300 2400 40 56
Heckman, Mrs. Chas. F., Bacon st. House
1100 ; barn, 200 ; house lot y2 acre
200; 1500 25 35
Heilborn, Franz J., South A Bacon st. poll 2 00
Personal property 100 1 69
Heilborn, Mrs. Leo, Bugbee st.
Clark land 1-7 acre 100 1 69
Hemple, Chas. F., South st. poll 2 00
Henrich, Fritz C., Bacon sq. poll 2 00
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Herring, Francis E., Warrem st. poll
Personal property
House, 1200; barn, 800 ; old house,
200 ; carriage and slaughter house,
800; new building, 150; house lot
and tillage 7 acres, 400
;
pasture, 7
acres, 90; Cummings lot 8y acres,
300; sprouts, 1 acre, 15
Herring, Mrs. F. E., Warren st. House
950; Blackington pasture 12 acres,
1 2 ; house lot 3 acres,150 ; barn 250 ;
poultry house, 100 ; wood lot 11
acres, 200 ; Cheever lot 8% acres,
120; Peck wood lot 36 acres, 450
Herring, Anna E., Warren st. Follet
sprouts 9y acres, 175; Cummings
sprouts 6 acres, 75
Herring, James E., off Bacon st. poll
T8 Personal property
Herring, Mrs. James F., Warren st.
Cheever lot y acre, 50
Herring, Oscar E., Walnut st. poll
House, 200 ; barn, 250; house lot 4y
acres, 150; Franklin lot, 3 acres,
60 ; Barney sprouts 6 acres, 50
Personal property
Hill, Frank E., off Washington st. poll
Personal property
House, 600; barn, 300; poultry house
and boiler 130 ; house lot and tillage
13 acre, 325; pasture wood 16 acres
175; sprouts cut 1885, 11 acre, 220;
Green lot 11 acres, 125; Shepard
sprouts 24 acres, 200
Hinton, Thomas A., Pleasant st. poll
Hinton Wm. T., Pleasant st. poll
2 00
625
3155 68 95
2370 40 05
250 4 23
2 00
12 50 21
85
2 00
710 15 89
230
2 00
521
2075 43 87
2 00
2 00
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Hoffman Bertha E., Brunner st. House,
900; house lot, 1-2 acre, 200 1100
Hoffman Edw. F., Spring st. poll
Hoffman Frank A., Brunner st. poll
Holden Edwin, Bugbee st. poll
Holden Mrs. Jessie A., Bugbee st. House,
1000 ; house lot, 125 1125
Holmes James F., Grove st. poll
Personal property 75
Holt Harry A., Spring st. poll
Personal property 100
Hopkins Henry C., School st. poll
Horton O. Bradford, Pleasant st. poll
Horton Osmund E., School st. poll
Howland Geo. H., South st. poll
Ide George W., South st. poll
Ide Mendell G., South st. poll
Ide Wm. H., South st, poll
Personal property 115
House, 1000; barn, 600; small house,
700; house lot, 1-2 acre, 150;
house lot, 1-2 acre, 150
;
tillage, 9
acres, 600 ; swale, 3 acres, 30
;
pas-
ture, 13 acres,136 ; Guinea sprouts,
15 acres, 150; Darling sprouts, 3
acres, 15 ; George wood lot, 6
acres, 100; Pierce lot, 11 1-2 acres,
240; triangular lot, east of South
st., 3-4 acre, 15 3780
Jolly Ralph, South st. poll
Jergensen Christiana, Taunton st. House,
Pleasant st., 1800; lot, 200 2000
Jergensen Neils Peter, est. of, Taunton st.
Personal property
House, 400; barn, 300; house lot and
tillage, 18 acres, 300; meadow, 15
18 59
2 00
2 00
2 00
19 01
2 00
1 27
2 00
1 69
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
65 83
2 00
33 80
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acres, 150: pasture, 21 acres, 210 ;
Messenger pasture and wood, 25
acres, 250 1010 32 20
Iveeney Hosmer F., Bacon st. poll 2 00
House, 1400; barn, 100; Coveil house,
900; greenhouse, 400 ; house lot,
1-2 acre, 200 ; house lot, South st.,
38 acres, 225 ; Grove lot, 1-2 acre,
50 3275 55 35
Kieth Geo. F., South and Pleasant st. poll 2 00
House, 1800; house lot, 1 1-2 acres, 900 2700 45 63
Kelley, David E., Washington st. poll 2 00
Kelley, John II
,
Taunton st. poll 2 00
Personal property 150 2 54
Ivelle}^, Luke, Taunton st. poll 2 00
House, 700; barn, 400; poultry house,
50; house lot, 8 acres, 200 1350 22 81
Kelley, Peter, Taunton st. poll 2 00
Ivenerson, Lenwille II., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Personal Property 35
House, 1000; barn, 200; house lot, 3
acres, 600 ; 1800 31 01
Kendall, Chas. P. Est., South st.
House, 2000; barn, 400 ; house lot,
acre, 300 2700 45 63
Kent, Henry N., South st. poll 2 00
Keyes, Alvin L., Broad st. poll 2 00
Kimball, Alvin D., Pleasant st. poll 2 00
King, Cyrus, South st. poll 2 00
Personal property 120
House, 1000; house lot 1 1-2 acre, 700;
house lot, Pleasant st., 2 2-15 acre,
300 2000 34 00
King, John W., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Personal property 35 59
King, Levi, Bacon st. poll 2 00
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Personal property 50 85
King, Rufus, School and Pleasant st. poll 2 00
House, 1700; house lot 2-3 acre, 300 2000 33 80
Kirk, Patrick J., off Moran st. poll 2 00
House, 600 ; house lot 5 1-2 acre, 550 ; 1150 19 44
Knapp, Geo. S., South st. poll 2 00
Kriegel, Hugh D., Hancock st. poll 2 00
Ivriegel, Mrs. John, widow,
Personal property 75
House, 350; barn, 100; house lot and
tillage 3 acre, 100 ; sprouts 3 acres,
50. Exempt, 500 600 2 96
Lacombe, Fletcher st. poll 2 00
Langell, Bedford, off High st. poll 2 00
LeofOer, John, South st. poll 2 00
House, 700; greenhouse, 150; barn,
100; house lot 1-2 acre, 300; mea-
dow 1-2 acre, 25 1275 21 55
Levesque, Ernest, Fletcher st. poll 2 00
Lewis, Chauncey, South st. poll 2 00
Lindner, Chas., Rhodes st. poll 2 00
Loud, Silas, South st. poll 2 00
Lovely, Fred A., High st. poll 2 00
Personal property 45 76
Luscomb, Wm. F., Bacon st, poll 2 00
Mabar, Wm. J., South st. poll 2 00
Mahar, Mrs. Wm. J. House, 1400
;
barn,
250; house lot 1-2 acre, 300 1950 32 95
Maintien, Frank T„ Bacon st. poll 2 00
House, 2000; house lot 3-8 acre, 187.50; 2187 50 36 97
Maintien, Mrs. Francis A. House, 1600;
house lot 1-2 acre, 250 1850 31 27
Maintien, Wm. F., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Grove land 3^ acre, 50 : Pleasant
st., 1-8 acre, 62.50 112 50 12 04
Personal property 600
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Maintien Brothers A Elliot,
Personal property
Jordan lot, 2-3 acre, 300
Maintien, Elizabeth, Bacon sq. 1-2 House
500; 1-2 house lot 1-6 acre, 65.
Exempt, 500
Marlow, Geo., Allen st. poll
Personal property
House, 200 ; barn, 50 ; house lot, 6 acres,
100
Marble, Chas. F., Warren st. poll
Marble, David J., High st poll
Personal property
House, 350 : barn, 150 : house lot and
tillage. 10 acres, 125 : unimproved
land, 14 acres, 85
Marble, John B.. Everett st. poll
Marble. Mary A., Warren st. house, 200:
barn
,
50; house lot, 1 acre, 40:
tillage, 6 acres, 150. Exempt.
Martin, Arthur L., Maple st. i>oll
Martin, Mrs. Arthur L. House, 1400:
poultry house, 25: house lot 1-2
acre, 150
Martin John E., South st. poll
Martin Lewis. Jr., Cottage and Broad st.
poll
House, 1250: house lot 1-2 acre. 250
Martin Lillian S., Spring st. House
1000
;
poultry house. 50 : house
lot. 1-2 acre. 200
Maxcy Frank A.. Bacon st. poll
Maxcy Mrs. F. A.. Bacon st. House.
1200; barn. 200; poultry house,
50 : house lot. 1 acre, 200
Maxcy Geo. A. poll
300
65
60
350
2,o
710
1575
1500
1 250
80 57
1 10
2 00
6 92
2 00
2 00
16 65
2 00
2 00
26 61
2 00
2 00
21 13
2 00
27 Ss
2 00
1 650
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Maxey Mary T., Messenger st. House,
1000; barn. 400; liorse barn, 200:
creamery, 100; ice house, 100;
house lot and tillage, 14 acres,
480 ; swale, 7 acres, 175; pasture.
25 acres, 250 2705 45 71
Maxcy Virgil W., Messenger st. poll 2 00
Personal property 902 15 24
Marshall Cambell, West st. poll •7 00
Metcalf Chas. A
,
South st. poll 2 00
Metcalf Win. S., Pleasant st. poll o 00
Personal property 2000 *
Whitman house, 1100 ; house lot,
1 acre, 400 ; building lot, Pleasant
st., 1-2 acre, 200; building lot.
Pleasant st., Xo. 1, 7-8 acre, 350;
building lot. Pleasant st. , Xo. 2,
1-2 acre, 200: building lot, cor.
IIroad, 1-2 acre, 100; Grove land,
1 1-4 acre, 50 ; Bacon st., 10-0, 88
acres, 300 2700 79 43
Metcalf Mrs. Win. F., Pleasant st.
House, 2200; barn, 1000; house lot.
1-2 acre, 200 : building lot. Pleas-
ant st., 1 1-8 acre, 450 3850 65 06
Myers, Chas., Hancock st. poll 2 00
Myers, Geo.. Hancock st. poll £> 00
Myers, Chas. and Julia J. House, 400 ;
house lot 2 1-2 acre, 100 ; land, 1
acre. 10 510 8 62
Miller, Willis J., Pleasant st. poll • 2 00
Mitchell. Wni. Warren st poll o 00
Miner. John E., South st. poll o 00
House, 1200. new house, 600; house
lot 1
,
acre, 150; house, 1600; barn.
290
;
house lot 2-3 acre, 400 41 .">0 70 14
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Moore, Chas. N., South st. poll 2 00
Personal property 970 16 39
Morse, Bently W., South st. poll 2 00
Munroe, Alexander, South st. poll 2 00
Munroe, Robert (x. poll 2 00
Personal property 50
House, South st., 1200; barn, 150:
wagon house, 100; Dennis house,
625; Dennis barn, 300; saloon
building, 100 ; house lot 1 acre,
200 ; house lot 10 acre, 300 ; tillage
and pasture, west South st , 12
acres, 230 3205 55 01
Morse, Mrs. Chas. L., South st. House
South st., 800
;
ware, 400 ; house
lot 1 acre, 500; house lot, ware, 1-2
acre, 50 1750 29 57
McCausland, Fred S. South st. poll 2 00
McKay, Daniel I)., George st. poll 2 00
McDonald, Angus, South st. poll 9 00
McLelland, Frank, School st. poll ') 00
McNiel, John, Bacon st. poll 2 00
McGregor, Duncan. House 1200; barn,
100; house lot 2 acres, 250 1550 16 20
Nash, Arthur, Bacon st. poll 2 00
Nash, Harry, Brunner st. poll 9 00
Nash, Harry and Grace, Brunner st.
House, Brunner st. 1300; house lot ]/x
acre, 150 1
4
')0 24 50
Nash, John A., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Nash, Wm. H., Spring st. poll 9 00
House, 1200 ; wood house, 50 ; house
lot 1-2 acre, 200 1450 24 50
Nelson, Edward H., Broad st. poll 2 00
Newcomb, Everett II., Bacon, st. poll 2 00
Personal property 50 85
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Xorthup, Fred W., South st. poll oo
Xorthup, Samuel D., Est. House, 1500;
house lot 1 acre, 600 2100 35 49
Olney, Harry P., Bacon st. poll oo<N
Olney, Leon E., Pleasant st. poll 2 00
Olney, Mrs. Lena A., Bacon st. House,
2000 : house lot 3-8 acre, 200 2200 37 18
Olney Stephen W., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Parker Edw. W., Pleasant st. poll 2 00
Parmenter Lyman II., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Peck Ellis J., Washington st. poll 2 00
Personal property 305
House, 800; barn, 400; house lot, 1
acre, 200 ; tillage, 2 1-2 acres, 100 1500 30 50
Perkins James A., Warren st. poll 2 00
Pettee Wm. C. est., Taunton st.
House, 900; barn, 350; carriage house,
150; shop, 300; corn barn, 100;
house lot, 1 acre, 100 ; tillage, 6
acres, 300 ; Plain wood lot, 2 acres,
100; Shepard wood sprouts, 14
acres, 100 2400 40 5G
Pherson Mrs. Louis H. est,, Bacon sq.
House, 900 ; house lot, 1-2 acre, 200 ;
wood lot, Walnut st., 3 1-8 acres,
100; unimproved land, 1 acre, 70 1270 21 46
*ond Albert B., George st, poll 2 00
Personal property 75 1 27
?ond Mrs. Albert B., George st.
House, 800; barn, 150; Barrows barn,
200 ; Coombs house, 100 ; house
lot and tillage, 9 acres, 250
; Bar-
rows lot, 5 acres, 100 ; Barrows
sprouts, cut 1896, 5 acres, 50;
Coombs lot, 9-10 acre, 50 ; Fisher
sprouts, burned 1902, 3 acres, 15 1715 28 98
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Plainville Stock Co. Personal property 15000
Cargill house, 700; Cargill barn, 1200;
stove, 350 ; house, Spring st.,
1100; Cargill house and barn lot,
2 acres, 1200 : house lot, 1-2 acre,
200 ; tillage and sprouts, 9 1-2
acres, 900; pasture, 29 acres, 600;
meadow, 5 acres, 125 ; Wood land
school, 40 acres, 1400 7775
Pond Esther F. George st. House,
1600 ; barn, 1000 ; shop and shed,
500 ; ice house, 50 ; house lot and
tillage, 12 acres, 600; pasture, 8
acres, 80 ; meadow, 10 acres, 100 ;
wood and sprouts, 40 acres, 1000 4930
Pond Geo. W., George st. poll
Pond Walter C., George st. poll
Pond, Geo. and Walter C., George st.
Personal property 1630
2 1 hmcock houses, 1200 : Hancock barn,
400; horse barn, 200; house lot &
tillage 20 acres, 700; meadow 18
acres, 180
;
pasture, 10 acres, 100 :
wood and sprouts 50 acres, 600:
Clark sprouts 6 acres, 90: Hancock
lot, school st., 2 acres, 90 3560
Pond, Wm. E., heirs of
House, 1500; barn, 500; carriage house,
100: wind mill, 100; house lot 1 acre,
100 ; tillage, 30 acres, 700; meadow
20 acres, 200
;
pasture 22 acres,
220
;
home pasture 6 acres, 100
:
wood and sprouts 14 acres, 175
;
white sprouts, cut 1891, 2 1-2 acres,
25 3720
Powers, Mrs. James R., High st.
3 W4 90
83 32
2 00
2 00
86 97
62 81
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House, 600; barn, 100; house lot 4
acres, 150*. Brown wood lot 1
2
acres, 300 1150 19 44
Powers, Ralph J., Grove st. poll 2 00
House, 1200; barn, 250: house lot 1-2
acre, 200 1650 27 89
Powers, James W., South st. poll 2 00
Prance, Bert J., South st. poll 2 00
Prew, Geo. E., Grove st, poll 2 00
Rand, Samuel G., Grove st. poll 2 00
House, 1600 : house, 1100 : wood house,
50 : barn, 200 : house lot 1-2 acre,
250 3200 54 08
Rawcliffe, John F., Shepard st. poll 2 00
Personal property 140
House, 400 : barn, 100 : wood house,
50 : house lot 3-4 acre, 100 : tillage
George st., 4 acres, 120: wood and
sprouts 19 acres, 285 1055 20 20
Reed, Clias. E.,South st. poll 2 00
Reed, Julius E., School st. poll 2 00
Reid, Mrs. Mary, South st. House, 1200:
barn, 600: wind mill, 100: house
lot, 1-2 acre, 300 2200 37 18
Reid, Fred C., South st. poll 2 00
Personal property 400 6 76
Reguski, John, Warren st. poll 2 00
Personal property 95
House, 850: barn, 400: poultry houses,
175: house lot and tillage, 10 acres.
300 1725 30 7
6
Rhodes, Arthur D., Bon st. poll 2 00
Personal property 50 85
Rhodes Edwin T. House, 400; barn,
200
;
grainery, 50 ; house lot, 4
acres, 100; barn lot, 3 acres, To;
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well lot, 2 acres, 50 ; south pasture.
Bon st., 4 acres, 40 : tillage, 6
acres, 60
: pasture, front of house,
2 acres 25: Frog pond pasture, 2
acres, 10 : Bush pasture, 11 acres,
55: wood and sprouts, 8 acres, 100 :
lcng swale, 6 acres, 75 : lower
swale, 2 acres, 80 1270 21 40
Rhodes Rupert P., off South st. poll 2 00
Robinson, Herbert E., South st. poll 2 00
Robinson Brothers, South st. Personal
property 2500 42 25
Roberts Farnk C., South st. poll 2 00
Root Chas. C., Taunton st. poll 2 00
Personal property 60 1 01
Root Harry T., Taunton st. poll 2 .00
Personal property 270 4 56
Root Harry T., Jr., Taunton st. poll 2 00
Root Mary Pauline. Hackings barn, 600 :
2 poultry houses, 300 : barn lot, 3
acres, 200 : orchard lot, 5 acres,
200
:
pasture lot, 10 acres, 105 1405 23 75
Rose Moses A., Washington st. poll 2 ()0
Personal property 750
House, 400 : tillage and meadow, 7
acres, 210 61010 44
Rudolph Christian, South st. poll 2 00
Personal property 50 85
Ryan Timothy, Bacon st. poll 2 00
Sargent E. Wright, Cross st. poll 2 00
Personal property 175 2 06
Sargent, Harvey F., South st. poll 2 00
Personal property 260 4 40
Sargent Mrs. H. F., South st. House,
2000 : barn, 500 : house lot, 1-2
acre, 300: 2 building lots, cor.
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Cottage, 1 acre, 600 3400 57 46
Sanford Henry, Pleasant st. poll 2 00
Scliolfield, Melcher & Scliolticld, South st.
Personal property 15000 253 50
Scliolfield Silas H., Cottage st. poll 2 00
Personal property 75 1 27
Scliolfield Mrs. S. H, Cottage st. House,
1000: house lot, 1-2 acre, 200 1200 20 28
Scholtz liobt. J., South st. poll 2 00
House, 1500: poultry house, 50: house
lot, 1-4 acre, 150 1700 28 73
Scholtz Pobt. E., South st. poll 2 00
Scholtz Heraian F., South st. poll 2 00
Schriever Louie, South st. poll 2 00
Sclireeder John H., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Schubert August, South st. poll 2 00
House, 1600: barn, 100: house lot, 1-2
acre, 300 : Back land, 1 1-2 acres.
200 2200 37 18
Schubert Otto L. poll 2 00
Schubert Win. C. poll 2 00
Shannon, Janies H.
,
Peasant st. poll 2 00
Sharpe, Joseph A., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Personol property 300 5 07
Shepard, Frank M., Hawkins st. poll 2 00
Personal property 1020
House, 500: barn, 800: carriage house
50 : 3 poultry houses, 250 : house
lot and tillage 20 acres, 600 : Swale
2 acres, 100 2300 56 01
Shepardson, ThaddeusJH., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Sherman, Geo. B. Est., South st. Barn,
South st. 1400 : tillage 8 acres, 640:
pasture, 15 acres, 200 2240 37 86
Simpson, Oren C., Pleasant st. poll 2 00
Simpson, Mrs. Clias. E. Estate
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House, 700: barn 100: house lot 1-2
acre, 100 900
Simmons, Sanford, High st. poll
Personal property 85
House, 400: barn, 100: carriage and
poultry houses, 100: house lot and
tillage 24 acres, 300 : unimproved
land 22 acres, 110 1010
Smith, Mrs. Benj., widow, Hancock st.
House, 300: house lot and tillage 9
acre, 200: pasture 10 acres, 100:
burnt swamp 10 acres, 120. Ex-
empt, 500 220
Smith, Elizabeth, Bacon st. Building lot
1-2 acre, 200. Exempt
Smith, Sylvester, Rhodes st. poll
Personal property 35(5
House, 200: barn, 100: shed, 100:
house lot and tillage 10 acres, 250 ;
pasture, 32 acres, 250: meadow, 5
acres, 50; wood and sprouts 3 acres
45 995
Smith, Mrs, Wm, J., widow, High st.
House, 100; house lot 2 acres, 50 : Keat-
ing lot, 2 acres, 200. Exempt
Smith, Lewis, High st. poll
Smith, Samuel, High st. poll
Snell, Mrs. Frank F., Walnut st.
Personal property 85
Snell, Harry F., Walnut st. House, 800:
bam, 725: house lot and tillage 10
acre, 400: Blackington lot 40 acres,
500
:
pasture 40 acres, 400 : wood
and sprouts 30 acres, 300 3125
Snell, Chas. X. poll
Sonderegger, 1 lenry F., South st. poll
15 21
2 00
18 51
3 72
2 00
22 84
2 00
2 00
1 42
54 23
2 00
2 00
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Sonderegger, Henry, South st. poll
House, 1300: house lot % acre, 150 1450
Soo Hoo, Bacon st. poll
Stillworthy Geo., Bacon st. poll
Personal property 185
House, 1100 : barn, 800
:
poultry house,
40 : 1 louse and barn lot, 1-2 acre,
200: Back tillage No. 1, 8 acres,
480: Back tillage, No. 2, 2 acres,
120: tillage, Bacon st., 2 1-2 acres,
250
:
pasture, 22 acres, 300 ; other
land, 15 acres, 225 3515
Stevens Arthur D., South st. poll
Staples, est. of Mrs. George F., South st.
House, TOO: barn, 100: house lot, 5
acres, GOO 1400
Staples F. Idella and Anna J., Melclier
st. 2-3 house, 1000 : 2-3 barn, 100:
2-3 lot, 1-2 acre, 133 'Exempt
1000 1233
Starck August P. Pleasant st. poll
Starck Geo. A., Pleasant st. poll
Stierle Alfred, Washington st. poll
Steere Maxcy W., Warren st. poll
Personal property 85
Steere Mrs. M. W., heirs of. House,
300: barn, 75: house lot, G acres,
300 GT5
Steere Noel E., Warren sf. poll
Stroniberg Henry, off High st. poll
Personal property 105
Sturtvant Lorenzo, South st. poll
Swallow Geo. E., Bacon st. poll
House, 1000: barn, 200 : house lot, 1-2
acre, 200 1400
Swallow Henry A., Fletcher st. poll
2 00
24 51
2 00
2 00
G2 53
2 00
23 G6
3 94
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
1 44
11 41
2 00
2 00
1 77
2 00
2 00
23 GG
2 00
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Personal property 35
Swallow John H., Fletcher st. poll
Swallow Robert C., Fletcher st. poll
Thomassen Neils P., Taunton and Mcs-
singer st. poll
Personal property 250
House, 700: barn, 300: poultry house,
50 : house lot and tillage, 17 acres,
300: pasture, 30 acres, 300 1050
Thomassen John, Taunton st. poll
House, 500: barn, 200: poultry 50:
house lot and tillage, 20 acres, 250 :
meadow, 2 acres, 25 : unimproved
land, 12 acres, 60 1085
Thompson Ilarlie E., Broad st. poll
House lot, 1 acre, 450 450
Thompson ITarriG B., Grove st. poll
Thompson Ilarlie E. & Harry B. Per-
sonal property 300
Thompson, II. Eugene, Grove st. poll
Personal property 3875
House, 5500 : barn, 1500
:
poultry house
100: store building, 2000: store
barn, 1000: blacksmith shop, 2000 ;
barber shop, 200: Barden house,
300: Barden barn, 600: cow barn,
800 : wind mill, 100 : house lot 3
acres, 1200: pasture, Bacon st., 8
1-5 acres, 410: store lot 1% acres,
800: blacksmith shop lot, ^ acre,
150: Barden lot & tillage 19 acres,
950: pasture 11 acres, 170: sprouts
13 acres, 100 : Weenian lot 4 acres,
70: Blackington wood and sprouts
10 acres, 100
:
plain sprouts 5 acres,
50: lot cor. Grove st., 1-2 acre, 250:
59
2 00
2 00
2 00
32 11
2 ('0
20 43
2 00
7 60
2 00
5 07
2 CO
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East of Bacon st., 21.64 acres, 500
:
Fletcher st., 24.22 acres, 1210 20160 406 19
Thompson, J. Fred, South st. poll 2 00
Personal property 75 1 27
Thompson & Remington, South st.
Personal property 1200
Store house 200 23 66
Temple, Fred F., Pleasant st. poll 2 00
Tierney, Thomas, Jr., Hawkins st. poll 2 00
Personal property 170
House, 300: barn, 300 : house lot and
tillage 18 acres, 500: pasture 30
acres, 300 1400 26 53
Tingley, Howard E. poll 2 00
Treen, Geo., Messenger st. poll 2 00
Turner, Wm. H., South st. poll 2 00
United Brush Co., off South st.
Personal property, oo 59 15
Union Aid Society, Bacon st. Building
1850: house lot % acre, 150 2000 33 80
Yarreau, Augustus, off Bacon st. poll 2 00
Virgin, Thomas, Walnut st. poll 2 00
Wait, John J., Pleasant st. poll 2 00
House, 1000: house lot 1-2 acre, 200: 1200 20 28
Walden Brothers, South st.
Personal property 100 1 69
Walden, Elmer O., Pleasant st. poll 2 00
Walden, Ernest L., Bacon sq. poll 2 00
Walden, James H. Estate
1-2 House Pleasant st., 900: 1-2
house Pleasant st. 1800. house
Bacon sq., 800: barn, 200: 1-2
house lot 1-8 acre, 50: house lot
1-4 acre, 100: house lot 1 1-2 acres,
300: 4150 70 14
Walden, Oscar L., ^Pleasant st. poll 2 00
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16 01
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
) do
2 00
2 00
1-2 House, 900 : 1-2 house lot, 1-8
acre, 50 : 950
Walsh, Wm. B., Berry st. poll
Ward, Alfred H. poll
Ward, Francis A., South st. poll
Ward, Frank E., Bacon sq. poll
Ware Anna H., High st. Personal property 110
House, 450 : barn, 150: house lot and
tillage, 17 acres, 340: pasture, 25
acres, 250 : wood and sprouts, 18
acres, 200 1390
Ware Chas B., Pleasant st. poll
Ware Geo. B., Pleasant st. poll
Ware Mrs. Geo. B., Pleasant st. House,
1500: house lot, 1-2 acre, 200 1700 28 73
Warren Nettie A., Ann Maria and Mary,
Bacon st.
House, 900 : tillage, 4 acres, 200 ; house
lot, 1-2 acre, 200: barn, 2.00: car-
riage house, 150 : meadow, 6 acres,
60: pasture, 6 acres, 100: wood
land, 6 acres, 150. Exempt 1500 460
Warren Arthur L., Bacon st. poll
Warren Gardner, Bacon st. poll
House, 1500: house lot, 1-2 acre, 200 1700
Warren Mrs. Elvira, Bacon st.
House, 1300: barn, 400: house lot, 1-2
acre, 200 1900
Waterman James W., Bacon sq. poll
Weeks Chas. H., Bacon sq. poll
Weeks Mrs. Chas. H., Bacon sq . ( )ne-half
house, Bacon sq., 500: 1-2 house
lot, 1-6 acre, 65 565
Wheeler Geo. H., Spring st. poll
White James W. estate, Spring st.
House, 1250: barn, 700: house loj, 1
7 74
2 00
2 00
:8 73
32 11
2 00
2 00
9 55
2 00
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acre, 450 2400 40 56
White John W., Spring st. poll 2 00
Personal property 100 1 69
White Lorenzo, Grove st. poll
Whiting A. Carrie, School st. House,
2 00
4000: barn, 250: house lot, 6 acres,
900: wood lot, 10 acres, 400 5550 93 70
Whiting & Davis, South st.
Personal property * 9000 152 10
Whiting Mrs. Mary, widow of Elkanah,
Walnut st.
House, 550: barn, 100: horse barn, 50:
house lot and tillage, 6 acres, 200:
Cheever lot, 13 acres, 100: burnt
swamp, 5 acres, 25: sprouts
20 acres, 175: swale, 2 acres, 20:
pasture, 20 acres, 200 1420 24 00
Whiting Elton E., Bacon st. poll 2 00
Whiting Eugene S., South st. poll 2 00
Personal property 3()
House, 1000; house lot, 1 acre, 500 1500 25 86
Whiting Frank E., Pleasant st. poll 2 00
Whiting Frank Elton, South st. poll 2 00
Personal property 360 6 08
Whiting, Fred C., Washington st. poll 2 00
Personal property 30
House. 600 : barn, 100 : house lot and
tillage 6 acres, 250: pasture 12
acres, 120 : meadow 2 acres, 20 1090 18 93
Whiting, Harry E., Bacon st. poll * 2 00
Whiting, James C. Estate
Rawson land 8 acres, 175: slack land 6
acres, 150: Freeman sprouts 12
acres, 175: Tolman sprouts 6 acres,
60 560 9 46
Whiting, Warren C., Grove st. poll 2 00
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Whiting, Wm. H., Grove st. poll o 00
Wilcox, Charlotte R., Grove st.
House. 1200: house lot 5-16 acre, 125 1325 •>•7 39
Willis. Warren E., George st. poll
Personal property 200
o 00
House, 800 ; house lot 2 acres, 100
:
bam. 150 : Hancock lot 2 acres, 50 :
spring lot. 1-14 acre, 25 1 1 25 22 39
Wills. Geo. H.. South st. poll o 00
Personal property 1 75 •7 96
Wills, Mrs. G. H., South st. House,
1800: barn, 700: house lot 1-2
acre, ICO: tillage 7 acres. 175:
pasture. 19 acres, 190 2965 50 11
Wilson, Sarah R., Bacon st. House,
1000 ; house lot 1-2 acre. 200 1 200 20 2s
Wolf, Paul. South st. poll 2 00
Wolf, Reinhold, South st. poll 2 00
Wollomonopoag Wheelmen.
Personal property MOO 5 07
Wood, Chas. H. South st. poll •) 00
House, 1400 * house lot 7-8 acre, 525 1925 M2 53
Wood, Geo. W., South st. poll 2 00
House lot 1-2 acre, 200 200 Oo 38
Wood. Mrs. G. W. House, 1000 : wood
house, 50 : house lot 1-2 acre, 2‘ 0 : 1250 21 1M
Wood, Fred R. poll 2 00
Woodard, Edw. X., South st. poll •7 00
House. 900 : house lot 2 1-2 acres, 1500 : 2400 40 56
Woodward, Oswin C. poll 2 00
Young, Elmer C., Belcher st. poll
Personal property 140
•) 00
House. Belcher st.. 250: barn, off Madi-
son st., 50: barn, 150: poultry
house, 25 : house lot. Madison st.,
10 acres. 200; house lot and tillage
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10 acres, 200 : sprout land, 2 acres
20 895 17 50
Younor, Francis, Estate, South st.
House, 1200: house lot % acre, 300 1500 25 35
Young Mary L., South st.
Brunner lot, 5-6 acre, 200 200 5 38
Zaino Joseph. Poll 2 00
Personal property 85
House,300: barn,200: poultry house,200
house lot and tillage, 4 acres, 100:
pasture and Avood, 14 acres, 1-10 :
meadow, 2 acres, 25 : sprouts, cut
1893, 50 acres, 500 1465 26 20
Zilch John P., Bugbee st. poll 2 00
House, 1000: house lot, 1 acre, 500 1500 25 35
Zilch Clias. W., Hancock st. poll 2 00
Personal property 150 2 54
Zilch Mary A., Hancock st. House, 300:
house lot, 1-2 acre, 50: E. T.
Rhodes lot, 9 acres, 50. Exempt.
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NON-RESIDENTS.
Shepardson Mrs. Delia A., Attleboro
House, 850: house lot and tillage, 12
acres, 200: unimproved land, 30
acres, 300
:
pasture, 5 acres, 50 900 15 21
Brown Everett, Attleboro. Sprout land,
6 acres, 60 60 1 01
Chalmers Thomas estate, Attleboro.
Pettee sprouts cut, 1897, 10 acres,
100 100 1 69
Wales Alice M., Attleboro. Sprout land,
26 acres, 260 260 4 39
Burr Wm. A., Bellingham. 9-14 unim-
proved land, 9 acres, 100 100 1 69
land, Messenger st., 19 acres, 190 190 3 21
Ide Harriet M., Boston. House, 750:
barn, 100: house lot, 1 acre, 100:
tillage, 10 acres, 200: meadow, 4
acres, 40: pasture, 2 acres, 20:
wood and sprouts, 12 acres, 175:
wood land, 29 acres, 400 1785 30 17
Jackman Saphia, heirs of, Boston. House,
High st., 250 : house lot, 1 acre,
100, pasture, 29 acres, 210 560 9 46
LeHagnet Alice E., Boston. Barn, 250:
poultry house, 50; house lot and
Pettee tillage, 15 acres, 250 : Blake
pasture, 21 acres, 200; Mine swamp
sprouts, 5 acres, 50 800 13 52
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Christie Wm. J., Attlebroo. Wood land, 100 1 69
Old Colony R. U. Co., Boston. % Station,
6000: 9-10 freight house, 1350:
Round house except 7 ft., 10000 :
turn tab!e,800 : windmill,300 : water
tank, 200 : A. L. Bennett house,
1100: A. L. Bennett barn, 200:
Reibenstall house, 800 : round house
lot 3 acres, 1000: A. L. B. lot and
tillage 20 acres,100 : A.L. B.pasture,
wood and sprouts 70 acres, 1000:
Reibenstall lot Vz acre, 100 : A. M.
Dennis land 3^ acres, 50: Leahy
lot % acre, 200 : Cooney lot }$ acre
100 ; P. S. Co. lot acre, 200:
Sullivan lot 1 acres, 100: H. G.
Bacon lot, Fletcher st., 3-10 acre,25 ;
Mathewson lot 5.89 acres, 1500:
Smith lot, Green st., 2.84 acres, 200 25625 433 06
Whiting, Wm. B. Estate of
Wood land, High st., 22 acres, 440 440 7 44
Tibbetts, Mark E. Barn, 500; Wagon
house, 100 > 4 poultry houses, 200 :
house lot G acre, 50 : tillage, 9^4
acres, 250: pasture 15 acres, 150:
meadow 2 acres, 20 : wood and
sprouts 10 acres, 100 1370 23 15
Bentzen, Reter, J. F.C., Charlestown,
Rhodes house, 500: barn, 200: shop,
100: house lot and tillage, 12 acres,
350 : swale 5 acres, 75: pasture 15
acres, 150: wood and sprouts, 12
acres, 250 1625 27 46
Arnold Lewis, Cumberland,
Unimproved land 3 acres, 75
Belcher, Andrew, heirs, Cumberland,
1 27
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Sprout land 5 acres, 75 75 1 27
Cook, John S., Estate, Cumberland.
Yi House, 550 : ^ house lot % acre, 125 675 11 It
Cook, Mrs. John S., Cumberland,
]/z House, 550 : ^ house lot y acre, 125 675 11 41
Franklin, Alfred C. Wood and sprouts,
25 acres, 500 500 8 45
Hayden, Amos, heirs. Sprout land 9
acres, 200 : cliesnut lot, 5 acres, 75 275 4 65
Marble, Sanford A. House, 25: sprout
land 13 acres, 130 155 •i 62
Whipple, Eliah D. Unimproved land, 5
acres, 75 75 1 27
Oliver, David B., Dracut, Mass. Building
lot, Bacon st., 2 acres, 400 400 6 76
Barney, Newton B., Framingham, Conn.,
House, 2000; barn, 800: carriage house
100: 2 poultry houses, 200: house
lot 1 acre, 200: tillage 6 acres, 600:
meadow 9 acres, 200: pasture 14
acres, 140; sprouts 20 acres, 200 4440 75 04
Carpenter, Richard S., Foxboro. Starkey
wood and sprouts 14 acres, 140 1 10 2 37
Cook, Geo. T. Estate, Foxboro. Pond
wood and sprouts, 10 acres, 100
:
sprouts, off Messenger st., 47 *4
acres, 200 300 5 07
Daniels, Albert J. Sprout land 54 acres 300 5 07
Kelley, Terrence, heirs of,
Meadow 4 acres, 100 1(0 1 69
Cobb, Mrs. Chas., Franklin, Mass. Wood
and sprouts, Rhodes st. 13 acres, 260 260 4 39
Cook, Edw. S., Franklin. Procter sprouts,
11 acres, 110 1 10 1 86
Corbin, Nelson M., Estate of, Franklin
House, 1500 : barn, 100; house lot y
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acre, 200 1800
Dauphinee, Eliza A. Franklin. Barn, 100 :
house lot y acre, 25 125
Murphy, Bridget, Lexington, Mass.
Mouse, 300 : liouse lot & tillage 11 acre,
159
:
pasture 29 acres, 290 740
Ainsworth, Arthur, Lonsdale, R. I.,
Tillage 1y acres, 40: pasture 4
acres, 40 80
Fisher, Amy T., Malden, Mass. Sprouts
cut, 1897 19 acres, 100 100
Brown, Emery E., West Mansfield,
Sprouts, Guinea cut 1895,14 acres,
140: sprouts, Pette cut, 1896, 8
acres, 72 212
Mongan, Edw. J., Mansfield,
Personal property 435
Smith house, 500, Smith barn, 600,
Daggett house,800, tillage, 26 acres.
1300, sprouts 42 acres, 500, Diebel
lot 3 acres, 150, house lot y2 acre,
200 4050
Plainville Land Co.,
Personal property 1000
Old factory, 9000, engine house, 800,
new factory, 8000, bicycle shed,
150, guild house, 800, guild barn,
300, cottages, 2 Bacon st., 1800,
Morrison house, 1000, house South
st., 3000, Barn, 300, factory lot, 1
acre, 600, factory lot y2 acre, 300,
house lot South st., 1-2 acre, 300,
house lot Bacon st., 3-4 acre, 450,
house lot Bacon sq., 1-2 acre, 200,
house lot South st., 1-2 acre, 300,
Reservoir lot 3-4 acre, 200, reser-
30 42
2 11
12 51
1 35
1 69
3 58
75 80
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voir lot back 4.21 acre, 400, Water
power, 500 28100
Boerger John A., New York city. House, 700
;
barn, 600 : house lot, 1 acre, 600
;
house
lot 1-2 acre, 100
;
Cheever lot, 2 acres,
800 2800
Attleboro Saving Bank, North Attleboro
unimproved land, 18 acres, 180 180
Barden Emily, North Attleboro. Land, 7
acres, 160 160
Fisher Ella, North Attleboro. Land,8 acres, 160 160
Blackington, James O. estate, North Attleboro
Sprout land, 8^4 acres, 100 ; sprout
land, 3 acres, 30
;
wood land, 12 acres,
300 430
Blackington Lemuel N., heirs of, North Attle-
boro. White lot, 10 acres, 100 100
Bosworth, Chas. H., North Attleboro. Wood
lot, 10 acres,200 ; wood lot,30 acres,300 :
Whiting swale, 3 acres, 75 ; lvneeland
tillage, 12 acres, 300 875
Brady Bernard, North Attleboro. Tillage,
Washington st., 3 acres, 600 600
Brady Mrs. Michael, North Attleboro
Tillage, 1 acre, 50; wood land, 100 150
Brent Thomas. Hancock and School st., 1
acre, 50 50
Bullard Newell C. House and shed, Bacon
sq., 1250; house lot, acre, 100 1350
Cargill Elbridge. Whiting sprouts, 11 acres,
115 115
Cargill Edmond, estate of. Cowell wood and
sprouts cut 1895, 25 acres, 250 250
Cheever Harriet O. Davis building lot, 1
196 86
47 32
3 01
2 70
2 70
1 69
14 79
10 14
2 54
85
22 80
1 94
4 22
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acre, 450 450 7 GO
('lark Stephen, heirs of. Tillage both sides
Bugbee st., 4^4 acres 1700 28 73
Cooney James R. House, 500
;
barn, 100
;
house lot and tillage, 8 acres, 500 1100 18 59
Curtis Geo. E. House, 1200; barn, 100; house
lot, 1 acre, 300 1600 27 04
Daggett Handell X. Sprouts and meadow, 24
acres, 300 300 5 07
Diebel John C. A. House, 1000
;
barn, 200 ;
house lot, 3 acres, 500
;
Torrie’s lot, ^
acre, 50 1750 29 58
Doran John. Wood and tillage, 1 acre, 100
Draper Barton
.
J., estate. % wood lot, Mes-
1O0 1 69
senger st, 4^4 acres, 100 * 100 1 69
Draper Clementine estate. ^ wood lot, Mes-
senger st., 4y2 acres, 100 100 1 69
Foster James R., estate. Building lot ^ acre, 50
George Richard. Wood and sprouts, Messen-
50 85
senger st., 8 acres, 100
;
wood and
sprouts, off Messenger st
,
1G acres, 1G0 260 4 39
Gas Light Co. Bersonal property 1500 25 35
Guild Chas. T. Barden wood lot, G acres, 100
Guild Chas. T
,
Xorth Attleboro
100 l 69
Personal property 250
F. A. Wetherell house, 750; factory,
2000
;
house lot and tillage, 6 acres,
1800 ; water power, 800 5350 94 65
Hawes Amos C., heirs. Wood land, Wash-
ington st., 11 acres, 250 250 4 23
Hawes J. J. & I). A. Wood land, Cowell st.,
40 acres, 600 600 10 14
Herring John If. 4 houses, Codding row,
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2500
;
4 liouse lots, 3 acres, 400 ; Flynn,
8 acres, 200 3100
Kern Mrs. Augusta W. Cooking house, 150 ;
barn, 150 ; wood land, 4 acres, 100
;
Prince wood lot, 8 acres, 80; unim-
proved land, 20 acres, 100 580
Lincoln James 1). Prick house, 2000 : stone
house, 2000
;
stone barn, 400 ; store
building, 3500 ; store barn, 1000 ; laun-
dry, 400 ; hose house, 300 : Cheever
house, 1800; postoffice, 600; lot, y2
acre, 300
;
lot, y2 acre, 300 ; lot \y%
acre, 675; Cheever house lot, S/% acre,
400
:
postoffice lot, S/% acre, 600 : house
lot, Spring st., 500 14775
Melcher Woodbury. House Melcher st., 1300 :
house Barrows st., 1000 ; 3 cottages,
(trove st., 3600 ; barn, 150 ; double cot-
tage, Bacon sq., 1200
;
house lot, y2
acre, 250
;
Grove st., *4 acre, 200
;
3
lots, Grove st., 1 acre, 400 ; house lot,
Bacon sq., y acre, 100 8200
Mirimichi Duck Club. Club house, 25 : wood
land, y2 acre, 30 55
Moore Joseph H. House, Taunton st., 150:
house lot, *1 acre, 100 250
Murauski Agnes. Gardner tillage, 3^4 acres,
165 165
Phillips Albert S. Razee lot, cut 1886, 12
acres, 240
;
Rhodes lot, cut 1886, 12
acres, 240
;
Harrington lot, cut 1887, 8
acres, 100; Connor lot, cut 1887,5 acres,
75; Cogshall, 24 acres, 240: Ide, 12
52 39
9 80
249 70
138 58
93
4 23
2 79
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acres, 150; Draper, 19 acres, 190;
Blackington, 10 acres, 200 1435 25
Phillips John estate. Wood lot, 16 acres, 200 200 3 38
Price Edw. R. Wheeler sprouts, 9 acres, 90
;
wood lot, Taunton st., 14 acres, 90 180 3 04
Rhodes, Jonathan, Est. Blake sprouts 7 acres,
70 ; burnt swamp, 2 acres, 30 100 1 69
Rice, Hearsy. Estate. House, Bacon st., 1200;
shop, 500
;
house lot, 200 1900 32 11
Richards, Josiali. Estate, )4 wood lot, Mes-
senger st., 4)4 acres, 100 ; 100 1 69
Richards, Mrs. Lucy. Estate, )4 wood lot,
Messenger st., 4)4 acres, 100 100 1 69
11 iley, Wm. H. & Son. Gerould wood, cut 1883,
20 acres, 400
;
Cook & Razee sprouts, 60
acres, 660; Lizzie wood and sprouts, 19
acres, 200; turnpike wood and sprouts,
10 acres, 200; H. M. Daggett sprouts,
10 acres, 150
;
Pettee wood and pasture,
15 acres, 175: Sprague wood 20 acres, 500 2285 38 61
Smith, Thomas. Personal property 300 5 07
Seeverance, Clias. A. Cook house Mirimichi,
150
;
shore property 6 acres, 300 450 7 61
Slaiger, John. Building lot, Spring st., )4
acre, 200 200 3 38
Sorries, John F. Building lot, Washington st.,
y2 acre, 150 150 2 54
Thomas, Pliney B. Sprout land, Hawkins st.,
10 acres, 150 150 2 54
Thompson, Clias. B. Building lot )4 acre, 100 100 1 69
Thompson, John L. Personal property 300 5 07
Tills, John. Estate. House, Washington st., •
1600; barn 100: house lot, 2)4 acres,
435 2135 36 08
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Wilhelm, Clias. House, 500
;
barn, 200
;
poul-
try house 100
;
house lot 10 acres, 262
;
pasture 15 acres, 150
;
pasture, cor. Cross
and High sts., 16 acres, 100
Williams, Mrs. David H. Estate. Wood land,
Washington st., 7 acres, 140
Hunt, Julia H., Omaha, Neb. Hawes wood
sprouts, 26.56 acres, 350
Perrin, "Mrs. Sarah, Pawtucket, R. I. Building-
lot, Bacon st., 11-6 acre, 850
Greenlialage, Florence A., Pawtucket, R. I.
Wood and sprouts 9 acres, 90
Lautenbach, Louis, Phila, Pa.
Personal property
Blake, Chas. H. Estate, Prov., R. I. Wood
land off Mirimichi, 10 acres, 200
Coggshall, John F., Wrentham. House, 300;
barn, 150
;
house lot 12 acres, 250; pas-
ture 9 acres, 90
;
unimproved land 14
acres, 210
Flynn, John H., Providence, R. I. Tillage 3
acres, 250
Fowler, Frank, X., Prov. Slack sprouts 6
acres, 90
Cowell, John. Wood land, 25
Lambert, Thomas, Prov., R. I. House, Wash-
ington st., 1000
;
barn, 200
;
lot, 2 acres,
100 ; Witherell land, 6 acres, 200
Mathe wson, P. W. Estate. Cottage, Bacon sq
,
1000
;
2 Whittemore houses,1000
;
barn,
300 ; house lot 1-2 acre,200; 2 house lots,
1 acre, 400 ; tillage, 9 1-2 acres, 950 ;
pasture, 23 acres, 1000; wood land, 3
1312 22 17
140 2 36
350 5 91
850 14 36
90 1 52
1500 25 35
200 3 38
1000 16 90
250 4 22
90 1 52
25 42
1500 25 35
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acres, 60 4910
Scholfield, Mrs. Thomas F. House, South st.,
1800; house lot 1-2 acre, 3U0 2100
Sherman, Herbert E. Morrison house, 200
;
house lot, 8 acres, 150 350
Sutter, A; E. Tillage, Taunton and Messenger
st., 10 acres 250
Sullis, Winfield L. House, Allen st., 150 ; lot
and sprouts, 7 acres, 75 225
Weeman, Francis H. and Georgianna. House
Hawkins st., 500 ; barn, 100
;
graniary,
100
;
house lot and tillage, 6 acres,
120; pasture, 11 acres, 110: Cranberry
meadow, 4 acres, 40; wood and sprouts,
4 acres, 60 1030
Matliewson, Mrs. Matilda. Pasture 3 1-2 acres
75; woodland, Washington st., 14 acres,
225 300
Mendell, Mrs. Clara J., Kehobotli, Mass.
Richardson sprouts, 3 1-2 acres, 200 200
Knowles, Mrs. Elizabeth, Estate, Saginau,Mich.
2 houses,Pleasant st., 3500
;
2 house lots,
1-2 acre, 250 3750
Crockett, Robert, San. Diego, Cal. House,
Pleasant st., 1800 ; cottage, Pleasant st.
1500 ; 2 house lots, 3-4 acre, 400 3700
Cowell, Henry Estate, San Francisco, Cal.
Sam Cowell house, 200
;
barn, 150
;
W.
H. George house, 500
;
barn, 200
;
poultry house, 100; house lot and til-
lage, 12 acres, 300 ; Sam Cowell meadow,
3 acres, 30; pasture, 17 acres, 170 ; W.
H. George lot, 17 acres, 350
;
pasture, 22
82 98
35 49
5 92
4 22
3 80
17 41
5 07
3 38
63 38
62 53
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acres,250; meadow, 60 acres, GO : George
Cowell, tillage,9 acres,! 00 : George Cow-
ell .wood and sprouts,! 0 acres,400
;
wood
south of George st., 20 acres, 800
;
wood
north of George st., 46 acres, 1200 4810
Smith, Mrs. Henry L., So. .Framingham, Mass.
Building lot Pleasant st. 1-2 acre, 150 : 150
Porter, Clara J., Upham, Mass. Guinea sprouts
cut 1890, 13 acres, 130 130
Trumbull, Emma, West Upton, Mass.
1-2 horse barn, 75 : 1-2 cow barn, 75 :
tillage and sprouts, 30 acres, 700 850
Peck, Ira B., Woonsocket, R. 1. Sprouts
Hawkins st., 42 acres, 500 : wood lot, 750 1250
Bennett, Alonzo F., Wrentham, Mass. ( -orbin
house, 900 : barn, 200
;
ice house, 800
;
house cor. So. and Bacon st., 1700
;
Fass
cottage cor. Maple and So., 1000
;
house
lot, 1-2 acre, 300 : Bacon lot, 1-4 acre,
150 > Fass lot, 1-2 acre, 200 ; Fletcher st.
land, 12-19 acres, 600 5850
Bennett, Edw. P., Wrentham. 2 houses School
st., 4000
;
1 house Spring st
,
2000
;
Coggeshall Broad st., 1600
;
Coggeshall
barn, 100
;
1-2 wind mill, School st., 125 :
3 house lots, Spring and School, 1 acre,
450
;
house lot, 1-2 acre, 200 847 5
Blake, Lowell Estate. Morse tillage, Belcher
st., 3 acres, 75: meadow off Mathews,
1 acre, 20; Bald hill sprouts, 4 acres,
50
;
Shepard wood and sprouts 14 1-2
acres, 145 290
Cobb, Samuel A. Wood and sprouts, 25 acres,
81 29
2 57
2 20
14 36
21 13
98 87
143 23
4 90
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300 300 5 07
•Cobb, Sanford It. 1'illage, Washington st., 3
acres, 120 120 2 03
Coleman, John F., heirs. Morse swale, Helcher
st., 3 acres, 60 60 1 01
Fisher Alice J. Pasture and sprouts, 15 acres,
150 150 2 53
<leorge, Thomas A. House, Kabbit hill, 200 ;
house lot. 5 acres, 100 300 5 06
'Ouild, Thomas S. Tillage and sprouts, 6
acres, 100: tillage and sprouts, 11-4
acres, 25
;
Ide meadow, 6 acres 50 :
Cornell lot, 7 acres, 50 ; Cornell lot, 10
acres, 80 305 5 15
Hawes, Joseph W. Hay house, 250; Da\*
barn, 100 : Hay shop, 50 : house lot, 10*
acres, 200
:
pasture, 8 acres, 80 : sprouts
• cut 1896, 8 acres, 160 840 14 20
4 hithouse, Mary E. House, 200 : house lot, 9
acres, 90 : Frost lot, 3 acres, 30 320 5 41
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Report of the School Committee.
To the Citizens of Plainville :
At the first annual meeting of the Town of Plainville
Rufus King, Bentley W. Morse and Gardner Warren were
elected to serve as members of the school board.
The committee organized with Rufus King as chair-
man, and Bentley W. Morse as secretary.
April 27 the committee met with the committees of
Wrentham and Norton, at Attleboro, in a joint session and
re-elected Mr. Geo. C. Minardas Superintendent of Schools
for the ensuing year.
The present finds the school property in first-class
condition, with the exception of the High School building.
This should be painted on outside.
Necessary repairs have been made at Shepardville and
Blake’s Hill.
The trying conditions connected with temporary
school accommodations were superceded by up-to-date sur-
roundings, January first, when* the five lower grades were
moved into the new building.
The only requirement to assured success in our schools
is that our teaching force should remain practically intact.
The constant change of teachers in the past, the dissatis-
faction of parents and scholars, prove only too truly that
the policy of the town should be to secure good teachers
and retain them.
It has been the constant aim of the committee to see
that the pupils connected with the schools had the advant-
ages rightfully theirs, demanded by the state and liberally
provided for by the town.
Some criticism has been offered because of our insist-
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ance on regular attendance, but the committee can hardly
be held responsible for state legislation.
Realizing that in a manufacturing town the founda-
tion for life’s education must be laid between the ages of
seven and fourteen, we have made only just requirements.
The High School began the year under most favorable
conditions, with three able instructors and nearly forty
pupils, and with an equipment probably superior to that of
any town of its size in the state.
To-day finds the school with about twenty-five pupils.
Business conditions are largely responsible for this. The
desire of the boys and girls to be earning something, and
the forgetfulness of parents that the best and most paying
positions are dependent upon a good education, must result
in a curtailment of the present high school advantages.
The efforts of the committee in behalf of the schools
have been most ably furthered by our Superintendent, Mr.
Geo. C. Minard, whose tact and judgment in handling
school complications, as well as his general ability as a
school official, has been fully appreciated by us. For de-
tailed information in regard to school work, we refer to' his
report.
We recommend the following appropriations for the
ensuing year
:
Teachers’ wages, care and fuel, #5,500.00
Superintendent’s salary, 450.00
Incidentals, 400.00
Books and supplies, 850.00
Respectfully submitted,
RUFUS KING,
BENTLEY W. MORSE,
GARDNER WARREN.
School Committee of Plainville.
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FINANCIAL REPORT.
MONEY AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOL PURPOSES.
Teachers’ Wages, care and fuel, Cn O o 00
Incidentals, 400 00
Books and supplies, 300 00
Temporary school accommodations, 150 00
Superintendent of Schools, 225 00
Dog tax, 343 89
Interest on School Fund (Wrentham) 23 84
Interest on School Fund (Plainville) 6 G7
Total, 17149 40
EXPENDITURES.
Teachers’ wages, care and fuel, •15157 42
Incidentals, 252 94
Books and supplies, 315 11
Superintendent’s salary, 375 00
Temporary school accommodations, 180 00
Total, o00CMCO 47
Teachers’ wages, care and fuel, #5700 00
Dog tax, 343 89
Interest on Wrentham School Fund, 23 84
Interest on Plainville School Fund, 6 67
Received for coal used by town, 6 75
Qi
O oo 15
Expended, 5157 42
Unexpended balance, #923 73
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INCIDENTAL ACCOUNT.
Appropriated,
Expended,
1400 00
252 94
Unexpended balance, #147 0(3
BOOKS AND SUPPLIES.
Appropriated,
Expended,
#300 00
315 11
Overdrawn, $15 11
superintendent’s SALARY
Appropriated,
Expended,
$225 00
375 00
Overdrawn, #150 00
TEMPORARY SCHOOL ACCOMMODATIONS.
Appropiiated,
Sale of stove,
#150 00
28'00
Expended,
#178 00
180 00
Overdrawn 12 00
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INCIDENTAL ACCOUNT.
B. W. Morse,
Fuller-Warren Co.,
Ginn & Co.,
Transportation, car tickets,
N. J. Magnan,
W. M. Hall & Co.,
No. Attleboro Gas Light Co.,
G. A. Hancock,
C. N. Moore,
E. C. Barney,
Silas Schofield,
A. R. Block,
Norfolk Press,
F. W. Kling & Co.,
Plainville Land Co.,
A. S. Philips,
A. W. Greene
,
Geo. W. Green,
R. H. Conant,
Beal Press,
G. W. Howland,
J. P. Ballou,
Plainville Pharmacy,
H. E. Thompson,
John Greven,
Sanitas Co.,
E. P. Carpenter,
A. S. Bishop,
A. F. Lewis Co.,
#1 49
1 20
3 48
57 50
5 25
26 43
13 44
2 97
7 50
16 04
1 00
1 20
1 50
14 67
9 10
13 50
2 00
6 93
2 00
9 60
11 90
1 00
22 23
3 31
4 50
1 70
10 00
1 00
50
Total, 1252 94
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ROOKS ANL)> SUPPLIES.
Edward E. Babb & Co.,
J. L. Hammett & Co.,
D. C. Heath & Co.,
American Book Co.,
Benj. Sanborn Co.,
Ginn & Co.,
Attleboro Sun Co.,
Houghton-Miflin Co.,
Hartiq Nissen,
Boston Music Co.,
$47 56
106 77
11 34
48 00
18 58
67 98
7 00
2 79
2 25
2 84
Total, $315 11
9
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Superintendent’s Report.
To the School Committee of the Town of Plainville :
Gentlemen—My first annual report on the schools
of Plainville is herewith submitted, this being also the first
in the series of reports.
During the past year there have been no special
changes in the general plan of our work. Our courses of
study and general regulations have remained practically
the same, and we have had opportunity to observe the
beneficial results from several innovations of the two pre-
ceding years.
Some comment should be made, however, on our new
building, recently erected at the Centre. It is especially
appreciated at this time, since the fire of over a year ago
lias kept three of our schools in temporary quarters from
then until January of the present year, with consequent
discomfort and inconvenience to both teachers and pupils.
Our new building is a model in comfort, convenience and
appearance. In heating, lighting, ventillating and sanitary
arrangements, it has the best equipment obtainable. The
children of the next twenty years will have abundant cause
for gratitude toward our public spirited citizens of to-day.
On the evening of January 1st, appropriate dedication
exercises were held in the new Town Hall. At the close
of the program, the building was presented a beautiful flag
by the Ladies of the Relief Corps, Geo. H. Maintien Post,
and thus was placed before our coming citizens an ever-
present symbol of their future destiny and its obligations.
We find that our regulation which permits first year
pupils to enter school only during the first four weeks of
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the Fall term, results in better progress with those already
enrolled. And the placing of the First Grade pupils in a
room by themselves is giving their teacher the opportunity
which she needs, that of giving these little children in-
dividual care and protection. A child probably learns
more during the first year of his school life than during any
other one year of his entire course. This is both by reason
of nearly absolute ignorance of what life really is, and also
because of the wonderfully curious and impressionable
state of his mind. Every object, every sound, every little
experience, inward and outward sensations,— all are to him
phenomena, requiring patient explanation. How very im-
portant it is then, that the conceptions which he forms in
early life are accurate and good. And how very important
it is, that he be placed in the care of a suitable person,
whose whole attention is given to himself and to those of
his own age.
Our teachers are, without exception, laboring diligent-
ly and conscientiously, and their results in most cases are
praiseworthy. We have suffered from numerous changes,
but this of course is to be expected in smaller towns. I
sincerely believe that the Centre schools are more progres-
sive at the present time than ever before.
The establishment of a Ninth Grade has proven fully
as beneficial as anticipated. Pupils are entering the High
School more thoroughly prepared than was possible at the
end of the eighth year. Then, too, the added maturity is
helpful to those about to enter upon higher studies.
The High School is materially strengthened by the
addition of a third teacher. It is to be greatly deplored
that this institution is not more generally patronize by our
own people. There are doubtless sufficient young men
and women of Plainville, between the ages of fourteen and
nineteen, to form a High School of seventy-five pupils.
But these young men and women who might be mak-
ing a high-grade school for their town and a high-
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grade class of labor for future profit to their indivi-
dual selves, are working at occupations which are as
limited in their opportunities for advancement, as they are
lacking in qualifications necessary for entering. Good
paying positions so easily procured, are as easily lost, and
“ hard times,” which recur periodically and inevitably,
leave “ the man without a trade,” stranded. Particularly
is this true if he is engaged in an industry as fickle as
jewelry making. No industry feels financial stringency
much more promptly. In dull times there is small room
for unskilled workmen. Then, these young men and
women with scanty educations, will have difficulty in find‘
ing employment with which to “tide over.” Therefore, it
is far-sighted for parents to give these young men and
women the very best education that their means can afford.
I believe that every one of our youth, who is mentally and
physically capable, should learn some trade or profession.
I do not mean that every boy and girl should go to college*
For I do not favor turning good blacksmiths into poor
preachers, nor good musicians into inferior lawyers. But
every boy or girl of average ability has some natural in-
clination. There is something that he or she can learn to
do well. Given a High School education and a trade, and
he always has capital. He has something which cannot be
stolen, swindled or slandered away from him. We solicit
the moral support and the patronage of the citizens, in
our efforts for the High School. We cannot make the
institution a success, without both. We need moral sup-
port and students more than we need money.
The district schools remain about the same. From
force of circumstances, they are unable to keep pace with
the graded schools, with the consequent loss to the pupils
attending. There seems to be a growing sentiment
throughout the state, in favor of better schooling for the
children of the rural sections. Doubtless, in time this feel-
ing will pervade our own districts.
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With your permission, I shall incorporate in this re-
port a few of the more ordinary school laws. A little
more familiarity with these laws on the part of parents,
and more rigid adherence on our part will perhaps yield a
more creditable record of attendance in the schools. I
rerget to have observed in the State Report for 1904-1905
that only two towns in the county had a lower percentage
of attendance than Plainville has for the past year. To
stand twenty-seventh in the list of twenty-nine cities and
towns in the county, is not a position of which to be
proud. Can we not move a little nearer the top ?
For more detailed accounts of the High School, the
music and the drawing, I would refer you to the appended
reports.
I thank you, gentlemen, for your hearty support and
co-operation during the past year.
Yours very respectful^,
GEO. C. MINARD,
Feb. 1st, 1906.
Superintendent of Schools.
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Plainville, Mass., Feb. 13, 1906.
Superintendent G. C. Minard
:
Dear Sir :—In preparing my report about the Piain-
ville High School, I have gathered considerable informa-
tion that I think is interesting. Perhaps that concerning
the present occupations of the forty -three pupils which I
have had in my charge, while I have taught in Plain-
ville, may form a pleasing opening for this report. Last
June three pupils graduated from the school. One of
these, while living at home, gives instruction in music
;
another is taking a college course at Brown ; and the third
is employed in a jewelry factory. Fifteen have left the
school for the following reasons: The parents of two
moved out of town ; two went to Dean Academy ; one is
at home housekeeping ; one is at home sick ; and nine
have gone to work. The remaining twenty-five form
our school at present.
The average attendance of the twelve boys and thir-
teen girls, who are now members of the school, is, as
shown by our register, about ninety per cent
;
but if allow-
ance were made for sickness, the average attendance would
be about ninety-seven per cent. This shows that there is
more sickness among our pupils than is usual among pupils
of their age. And in this connection let me say that more
than two-thirds of the High School pupils report to me
that they have trouble with their e}^es. The number of
cases of tardiness and dismissal is smaller than it was last
year. The pupils, who have made this improvement pos-
sible, should be given much credit for their endeavor.
As information about the “Home Duties ” of our
pupils and the “ work performed for money ” by them
may not be gained as conveniently by you as by myself I
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will try to state here what I have ascertained about these
subjects, and the results which I think follow this twofold
labor. My pupils, with one exception,' report that they
help in the duties which are common to all households.
Certainly this is very pleasing, and is as it should he, I be-
lieve. Twelve pupils report that they woik for money
outside of school hours. In several cases their parents as-
sure me that it is not necessary. As a rule I would say
that those pupils, who are not engagedin money-gathering,
are the most ambitious in their school work, do the best in
that work, and show the best spirit of ready obedience to
the wishes of their teachers.
As a help to the teachers I wish a short and conve-
nient arrangement might be made by which the busy
parents of our pupils could tell us about the health, likes
and dislikes, favorite games, amusements, and pastimes, and
the characters of the playmates and companions, of the
children whom they send to the High School. We should
also like to know whether our pupils prefer to spend their
time at home or elsewhere, how much time their “ Home
Duties ” require, how much time they can spend on school
work at home, wdiether or not they are taking any culture
study at home, such as drawing, painting, or music, and we
should also like to know what the plans of our pupils are
for the future. Perhaps a good way to get all this in-
formation would be an exchange of social calls by the
teachers and parents.
In closing I would like to suggest that our reference
library be increased, as we do not have access to any public
library
;
that there be a general examination of the eyes of
the High School pupil by a competent specialist, and his
recommendations made known to the parents of our
pupils; and that the j arents urge their children, who are
in the public schools, to direct their energies principally
to school work.
Very sincerely submitted,
G. W. HOWLAND, Principal.
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Plainville, Mass., Fek 1906.
Superintendent Gr. C. Minard :
Dear Sir:— it is hard to tell of the work in drawing,
year after year, because the work is planned for the whole
nine years’ course and each year’s work is but one step.
The steps are made according to the fitness of the children
to take up the work, and now that the fourth grade is doing
what was once only attempted three grades higher up,
shows the advance made. The color work has been put on
a firmer basis and more technical work has been done.
This has been made possible in the lower grades, by the
use of a new colored crayon, which much more nearly ap-
proximates the standard colors than anything it has been
possible to get before.
This knowledge of color and harmonies is very im-
portant and will be of practical use later, in house furnish-
ing and decorating. In the same line with this, we are to
study the lives and works of some of the most famous
painters and preserve in book form, something written
about the artists and their pictures, illustrating these by
inexpensive reproductions. This will be found a most use-
ful thing in the future, when pictures are to be bought for
t he home or public building, for after years of picture
study which shall include the works of artists of many dif-
ferent nations, a fine and discriminating taste should be
found.
The new school building with its tine proportion and
simplicity of line will always stand as an example of good
taste and will exert a great influence on the children. The
school rooms also, when they have a few good pictures
and casts will be doing the same good work.
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The High School drawing is progressing, the free
hand class are working in color in a very intelligent way
and the mechanical class are doing very good work in
their line. The next work taken up will he plans for a
small house worked to scale. In submitting my report 1
wish to thank you and the committee for continued sup-
port.
Yours very respectfully,
.MABEL BRIGHAM,
Supervisor of Drawing.
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Plain ville, Mass., Jan. 26, 1906.
Superintendent Gr. C. Minard :
—
Dear Sir:—
A
s the end of the year approaches, and
I look back to see what has been accomplished in music, I
feel that we have been steadily gaining, each year a little
in advance of the preceding, and that the year just passed
has in many ways been the best year since my supervision.
Individual work is still our method especially in the
lower grades and I feel that much of our success is due to
that.
The High School is beginning to do good work. Dur-
ing the first of the year the work did not progress as well
as we hoped it would, owing largely to the condition of
many of the boys’ voices, which Avere in a period of transi-
tion.
At present, conditions seem to be improving and the
boys, and in fact the entire school, are Avorking Avitli a
zeal and pleasure that Avill surely produce good results.
We have been generously supplied with good Avorking
material and the school has showed its appreciation of it,
by earnest effort.
Sight singing has been one part of our work and a
successful part. The song singing has been excellent and
more songs learned than during any preceding year.
i Avish to express to the teachers my sincere apprecia-
tion of their faithfulness and co-operation that has had
much to do with our present success.
Thanking you and the school committee for your sup-
port and generosity in supplying our needs, I am,
Yours truly,
MARTHA C. TISDALE,
- Supervisor of Music.
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STATISTICS.
SCHOOL CENSUS, SEPTEMBER, 1905.
Number of boys between ages of five and fifteen 97
“ girls “ “ “ “ 94o
Total 191
Number of boys between ages of seven and fourteen 65
44 girls 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 75o
Total 140
School statistics for school year ending June BO, 1905:
Total
School member-
ship.
High 45
Grades VIII and IX 25
“ VI and VII 36
44 IV and V 34
11 and III 40
Grade I 35
Blake’s Hill 19
Shepardville 13
Average
member-
ship.
Average
Attend-
ance.
Percent, of
Attend-
ance.
34 30 88
21 18 89
33 30 90
29 26 89.6
31 30 97
21 17 80
14 12 86
9 8 88.8
Total membership for year, 247.
Average membership for year, 192.
Average attendance for year, 171.
Per cent of attendance, 88.5.
Ranking order, in per cent of attendance :
Grades II and III, 97 per cent.
Grades VI and VII, 90 per cent.
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Grades IV and V, 89.6 per cent.
Grades VIII and IX, 89 per cent.
Shepardville, 88.8 per cent.
High, 88 per cent.
Blake’ Hill, 86 per cent.
Grade I, 80 per cent.
Enrollment, fall term, 1905, and directory
:
School Grade XIII— 3
High “ XII —10
“ XI — 9
“ X — 4
Grade IX —16
“ VIII—16
“ VII —16
Grammar “ VI —15
“ V —14
“ IV —15
Grade III —22
Primary u II —19
“ I —33
Ungraded
Blake’s Hill—17
Shepardville— 7
Total 216
Teacher.
Geo. W. Howland, Principal
Bertha M. Bray, Assistant
Marion E. Dimond, Assistant
Anna H. Ware.
Mary E. T. Rowe.
Emily L. Ellison.
Mabel M. Sutton.
Elizabeth A. Dugdale.
Sarah E. Payson.
Evelyn Johnson.
Instructor in music, Martha E. Tisdale.
“ drawing, Mabel J. Brigham.
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ROLL OF HONOR.
The record of Marshall Root shows perfect attend-
ance for the past four years.
The only pupil neither absent nor tardy during the
year ending June 30, 1905, was Marshall Root.
Perfect attendance for two terms:
Russell Borden Lillian Hancock
Frank Holden Alma James
Mary Root
Perfect attendance for one term:
Charlotte Austin
Eda Barney
George Brunner
Sadie Butler
Anna Golden
Hiram Mowry
Harold Nash
Raymond Prew
Clifford Whiting
Harold Lewis
Gertrude Nash
Clifford Pond
Thomas Virgin
Francis Zilch
Gladys Austin
Marion Burke
Ida Corbin
Charles Brunner
Victor Zilch
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SCHOOL CALENDAR FOR 1906.
Winter term of High School begins Jan. 2.O O
4 - “ common schools 44 44 8.
Winter term of all schools closes March 23.
Spring term of all schools begins April 2.
44 44 common schools closes June 15.
4 4 4 4 High School 44 44 22.
Fall term of High School begins Sept. 5.
4 4 4 4 common schools 44 4 4 10.
4 4 44
all schools ends Dec. 21.
Winter term of all schools begins Jan. 1, 1907.
HOLIDAYS.
Feb. 22, April 19, May 30, Thanksgiving Day and
day following.
PAY DAYS.
Feb. 2, Mar. 2, Mar. 23, April 27, May 25, June 15,
June 22, Oct. 5, Nov. 2, Nov. 28, Dec. 21.
STORM SIGNAL.
Three double blasts of the whistle at Schofield &
Melcher’s factory at 8 a. m. signifies no morning session.
The same signal at 12.05 p. m. signifies no afternoon
session.
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CLASS OF 1905.
PLAINVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
GRADUATION EXERCISES.
MOTTO—'“HOHER”
CLASS COLORS—BLUE AND WHITE.
THURSDAY EVENING, JUNE 29, 1905 AT 8 O’CLOCK
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
PROGRAM.
March by School
Invocation
Rev. Hasse Enwall
Song—“Pretty Village Maiden”
School
“The United States Life Saving Service”
Helen Amelia King
“Marching Song”
“The Haymakers”
Trio (Chorus of Girls)
“Roman Manners and Customs”
Mabel Irene Hinton
Song—“The Lost Chord”
School
“The Russian Land Policy”
Leroy Swallow
Rimbault
F. Abt
F. Abt
Sullivan
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Song—-“Drift my Bark”
Duett (Chorus of Girls)
Presentation of Diplomas
Superintendent G. C. Minard
Song—“To Thee O Country”
School
Benediction
Rev. Hasse Enwall
Class 1905
Helen Amelia King, President
Mabel Irene Hinton, Treasurer
Leroy Swallow, Secretary
Teachers
George W. Howland, Principal
Bertha Bray, First Assistant
Marion Dimond, Second Assistant
Martha Tisdald, Teacher of Music
Mabel Brigham, Teacher of Drawing
School Board
Rufus King, Chairman
Bentley Morse Gardner Warren
George C. Minard, Superintendent
Kucken
Richberg
Piano loaned by Kirby Music Store, Xo. Attleboro.
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FROM THE REVISED LAWS OF THE COMMONWEALTH
OF MASSACHUSETTS RELATING TO PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION.
SCHOOL CENSUS.
Chai\ 43, Section 3. The school committee of each city and
town shall annually ascertain and record the names, ages and
such other information as may be required by the board of edu-
cation, of all children between live and fifteen years of age, and
of all minors over fourteen years of age who cannot read at sight
and write legibly simple sentences in the English language,
residing in its city or town on the first day of September, and
such record shall be completed on or before the fifteenth day of
November. Whoever, having under his control a minor over five
years of age, withholds information sought by a school committee
or its agents under the provisions of this section or makes a false
statement relative thereto, shall be punished by a fine of not
more than fifty dollars.
SCHOOL REGISTERS.
Chap. 44, Section 11. The several school teachers shall
faithfully keep the registers of attendance daily, and make due
return thereof to the school committee or to such person as the
committee may designate. No teacher of a public school shall
receive payment for services for the two weeks preceding the
close of any term until the register, properly filled up and com-
pleted, is so returned. All registers shall be kept at the schools,
and at all times during school hours shall be open to the inspec-
tion of the school committee, the superintendent of schools, the
truant officers and the secretary and agents of the board of
education. In reckoning the average membership and the per-
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centage of attendance in the schools, no pupil’s name shall be
omitted in counting the number of persons belonging to the
school and the number of absences of such persons until it is
known that such pupils has withdrawn from the school without
intention of returning or, in the absence of such knowledge, until
ten consecutive days of absence have been recorded; but the
foregoing provision for computing the average membership and
the percentage of attendance shall not affect proceedings against
habitual truants, absentees or school offenders, or other persons,
under the provisions of section one of chapter forty-four and sec-
tions three, four and five of chapter forty-six. A pupil who is
not present during at least half of a session shall be marked and
counted as absent for that session.
COMPULSORY ATTEX DAN ( E.
Ciiap. 320, Section 1 . Section one of chapter forty-four of
the Revised Laws is hereby amended by inserting after the word
•‘age”, in the second line, the words:—and every child under
sixteen years of age who cannot read at sight and write legibly
simple sentences in the English language,—so as to read as
follows :—Section 1. Every child between seven and fourteen
years of age, and every child under sixteen years of age who can-
not read at sight and write legibly simple sentences in the
English language, shall attend some public day school in the city
or town in which he resides during the entire time the public day
schools are in session, subject to such exceptions as to children,
places of attendance and schools as are provided for in section
three* of chapter forty -two and sections three, five and six of
this chapter. The superintendent of schools or, if there is no
superintendent of schools, the school committee, or teachers
acting under authority of said superintendent or committee, may
excuse cases of necessary absence. The attendance of a child
upon a public day school shall not be required if he has attended
for a like period of time a private day school approved by the
school committee of such city or town in accordance with the pro-
visions of the following section, or if he has been otherwise in-
structed for a like period of tune in the branches of learning re-
quired by law tube taught in the public schools, or if he has al-
ready acquired such branches of learning, or if his physical or
mental condition is such as to render such attendance inexpedient
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or impracticable. Every person having under his control a child
as described in this section shall cause him to attend school as
herein required
;
and if he fails for five day sessions or ten half
’
day sessions within any period of six months while under such
control to cause such child, whose physical or mental condition
is not such as to render his attendance at school harmful or im-
practicable, so to attend school, he shall, upon complaint by a
truant officer and conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of not
more than twenty dollars. Whoever induces or attempts to induce
a child to absent himself unlawfully from school, or employs or
harbors a child who, while school is in session, is absent unlaw-
fully from school shall be punished by a fine of not more than fifty
- dollars.
^Section three refers to High School pupils in towns in which there are no
High Schools.
Section 2. This act shall take effect on the first day of Jan-
uary in the year nineteen hundred and six. [Approved, April 21>
1905.
Chap. 44, Section 3. Every child shall have the right to
attend the public schools in the city or town in which his parent
or guardian has a legal residence or in which the child himself
actually resides, subject to such reasonable regulations as to the
numbers and qualifications of pupils to be admitted to the re-
spective schools and as to other school matters, as the school com-
mittee shall from time to time prescribe. No child shall be ex-
cluded from a public school of any city or town on account of
race, color or religion.
Section 5. Any child, with the consent of the school com-
mittee of the city or town in which he resides, may attend, at the
expense of said city or town, the public schools of another city or
town, upon such terms as may be satisfactory to the school com-
mittee of the cities or towns in interest.
Section 6 . A child who has not been vaccinated shall not
be admitted to a public school except upon presentation of a cer-
tificate signed by a regular practising physician that he is not a lit
subject for vaccination. A child who is a member of a household
in which a person is ill with smallpox, diphtheria, scarlet fever or
measles, or of a household exposed to such contagion from an-
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other household as aforesaid, shall not attend any public school
during such illness or until the teacher of the school has been fur-
nished with a certificate from the board of health of the city or
town, or from the attending physician of such person, stating that,
in a case of smallpox, diphtheria or scarlet fever at least two
weeks, and in a case of measles, at least three days, have elapsed
since the recovery, removal or death of such person, and that dan-
ger of conveying such disease by such child has passed.
HABITUAL TRUANTS.
Chap. 4G, Section 3. (As amended by Chapter 330, Acts of
1003, and by Chapter 220, Acts of 1904.) A child who between
seven and fourteen years of age who willfully and habitually ab-
sents himself from school contrary to the provisions of section one
of chapter forty-four shall be deemed to be an habitual truant,
and, unless placed on probation as provided in section seven of
this chapter, may, upon complaint by a truant officer and convic-
tion thereof, if a boy, be committed to a county truant school,
and, if a girl, to the state industrial school for girls
; but if the
girl is under twelve years of age she shall be committed to the
custody of the state board of charity, if they so request, for not
more than two years.
HABITUAL ABSENTEES.
Section 4. (As amended by Chapter 330, Acts of 190$, and by
Chapter 220, Acts of 1904.) A child between seven and sixteen
years of age who may be found wandering about in the streets or
public places of any city or town, having no lawful occupation,
habitually not attending school, and growing up in idleness and
ignorance, shall be deemed to be an habitual absentee, and
unless placed on probation as provided in section seven, may upon
complaint by a truant officer or any other person and conviction
thereof, if a boy, be committed to a county truant school or to
the Lyman school for boys, and, if a girl, to the state industrial
school for girls; but if the girl be under twelve years of age she
shall be committed to the custody of the state board of charity,
if they so request, for not more than two years.
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HABITUAL SCHOOL OFFENDERS.
Section 5. (A.*? amended by Chapter 380, Acts of 1003, and
by Chapter 220, Acts of 1904.) A child under fourteen years of
age who persistently violates the reasonable regulations of the
school which he attends, or otherwise persistently misbehaves
therein, so as to render himself a fit subject for exclusion there-
from, shall be deemed to be an habitual school offender, and,
unless placed on probation as provided in section seven, may,
upon complaint by a truant officer and conviction thereof, if a
boy, be committed to a county truant school, or to the Lyman
school for boys, and, if a girl, to the state industrial school for
girls; but if the girl be under twelve years of age she shall be
committed to the custody of the state board of charity, if they so
request, for not more than two years.
DUTIES OF TRUANT OFFICERS.
Chap. 46, Section 13. Truant officers shall inquire into all
cases arising under the provisions of sections one and six of chap-
ter forty-four and section three, four and five of this chapter, and
may make complaints and serve legal processes issued under the
provisions of this chapter. They shall have the oversight of chil-
dren placed on probation under the provisions of section seven.
A truant officer may apprehend and take to school, without a
warrant, any truant or absentee found wandering about in the
streets or public places thereof.
EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
WHEN CHILDREN UNDER FOURTEEN MAY NOT BE EMPLOYED.
Chap. 100, Section 23. No child under the age of fourteen
years shall be employed in any factory, workshop or mercantile
establishment. No such child shall be employed at work
performed for wages or other compensation, to whomsoever
payable, during the hours when the public schools of the city or
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town in which lie resides are in session, nor be employed at
work before six o’clock in the morning or after seven o’clock in
the evening.
PROVISIONS RELATING TO EMPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN UNDER
SIXTKEN.
Section 29. Xo child under sixteen years of age shall be
employed in a factory, workshop or mercantile establishment un-
less his employer procures and keeps on file, accessible to the
truant officers of the city or town, and to the district police and
inspectors of factories and public buildings, an age of schooling
certificate and keeps two complete lists of all such minors em
ployed therein, one on file, and one conspicuously posted near the
principal entrance of the building in which such children are em-
ployed, and also keeps on file and sends to the superintendent of
schools or, if there is no superintendent, to the school committee
a complete list of the names of all minors employed therein who
cannot read at sight and write legibly simgle sentences in the
English language.
[Chap. 207.]
AN ACT RELATIVE TO TIIE EMPLOYMENT AND SCHOOL ATTEND-
ANCE OF MINORS.
Section 1 . Section twenty-eight of chapter one hundred and
six of the Revised Laws is hereby amended by inserting after
the word “ years”, in the first line, the words:—and no child who
is over fourteen and under sixteen years of age who does not have
a certificate as required by the following four sections certifying
to the child’s ability to read at sight 'and to write legibly simple
sentences in the English language, — by striking out the word
“ such”, in the third line, — by inserting after the word “ child ”,
in the third line, the words: — under the age of fourteen years,
— and by striking out the word “nor”, in the sixth line, and in-
serting in place thereof the word : — or, — so as to read as follows:
— Section 28. .No child under the age of fourteen years and
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no child who is over fourteen and under sixteen years of age who
does not have a certificate as required by the following four sec-
tions certifying to the child’s ability to read at sight and to write
legibly simple sentences in the English language shall be em-
ployed in any factory, workshop or mercantile establishment,
Xo child under the age of fourteen years shall be employed at
work performed for wages or other compensation, to whomsoever
payable, during the hours when the public schools of the city or
town in which he resides are in session, or be employed at work
before six o’clock in the morning or after seven o’clock in the
evening.


